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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
POST-TRANSLATIONAL LIPID MODIFICATION OF PROTEINS
A number of eukaryotic and viral proteins are modified during or after their
translation on ribosomes. Modification generally serves an essential role in the
protein's function. This role may be varied, including but not limited to, assisting in
targeting the protein to the proper location in the cell, regulating its enzymatic
activity, stabilizing its association with another protein, or ensuring its assembly in
higher order structures. Protein modifications may be irreversible, such as proteolytic
cleavage, or reversible, such as phosphorylation. Modification may also be as subtle
as methylation of an arginine, or as obvious as the addition of multiple complex
oligosaccharides.
Attachment of a lipid group to a protein causes a local alteration of the
protein's hydrophobic properties. This alteration may facilitate association with a
membrane or another protein, or may stabilize the structure of the protein by forming
a hydrophobic pocket in the protein's core (Floch and Lees, 1951; Resh, 1996). There2
are four major types of lipid modifications described for eukaryotic proteins:
glypiation, isoprenylation, palmitylation, and myristylation.
The most complex modification, structurally, is the addition of a glycosyl-
phosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchor. This structure is a combination of lipid and sugar,
of which the nature of each varies widely from protein to protein. A precise target
sequence for glypiation has not been identified. There is a stretch of amino acids at
the C-terminus of glypiated proteins that display a recognizable pattern, however it is
not precise enough to accurately predict that a protein will be glypiated based upon
the amino acid sequence. This stretch of hydrophobic amino acids is thought toserve
as a signal sequence for glypiation (Caras et al., 1987), and is proteolytically cleaved
away from the protein shortly after translation but prior to glypiation. Addition of the
GPI anchor occurs very rapidly, suggesting that the GPI group is preassembled intoa
large molecule that is then added to the protein (Ferguson and Williams, 1988). The
core structure of the GPI anchor, consisting of ethanolamine-PO4-6Manal-2Manal-
6Mana 1-4G1cNa 1-6 inositol, is highly conserved (Kamitani et. al., 1992). Further
side chain additions to this core are highly varied.
The primary function for GPI-anchors is attachment to membranes, and many
glypiated proteins, such as the neural cell adhesion molecule (N-CAM), are anchored
in cell surface membranes (for a review, see Ferguson and Williams, 1988). The
glycan linked polypeptide is oriented such that it extends outward from the cell, and
the hydrophobic chains are inserted into the membrane, anchoring the protein to, but
not actually in, the membrane. This orientation frees the protein to interact with other3
molecules outside the cell and may permit a role in cell activation (Stahl et al., 1990).
Prenylation is the post-translational addition of either a 15-carbon famesylor a
20-carbon geranylgeranyl group to a protein on a cysteine at or near the carboxy
terminus. A stable thio-ether bond links the lipid to the cysteine residue. Often times
the cysteine resides in a C-A-A-X motif (where C = cysteine, A= aliphatic, and X=
any amino acid) in which the fourth position determines whether a famesyl or
geranylgeranyl group may be attached. If X is a methionine or serine then the protein
serves as a substrate for farnesyl transferase (FTase; Cox and Der, 1992), whereas a
leucine in the fourth position is required for geranylgeranyl transferase (GGTase I;
Brown and Goldstein, 1993). After prenylation of the cysteine residue, the A-A-X
sequence is proteolytically cleaved from the protein, followed by carboxyl-
methylation of the resulting C-terminal prenylated cysteine (Clarke, 1992). The Rab
proteins end with C-C or C-X-C in place of the C-A-A-X box. These proteinsare
geranylgeranylated by a different transferase, GGTase II. All three transferasesare
heterodimers that share a common catalytic 49 kDa a subunit but have different
regulatory 13 subunits. The 13 subunits of FTase and GGTase II are similar (Brown and
Goldstein, 1993).
Prenylated proteins will have different properties, dependent upon whether
they have a farnesyl group or a geranylgeranyl group. The Gibbs free energy for
binding of a famesyl group to a membrane is predicted to be insufficient to anchor the
protein in the membrane (Silvius and L'Heureux, 1994). The farnesyl group may
assist in membrane association, but additional factors are required for stable4
anchorage to occur. Geranylgeranyl groups, on the other hand, are more hydrophobic
than farnesyl groups, and have an additional 10 to 40 fold binding affinity to
membranes (Shahinian and Silvius, 1995). This group is therefore likely to be
sufficient to anchor a protein in the membrane.
A more common type of lipid modification is the covalent attachment of the
16 carbon fatty acid, palmitate. This fatty acid may be linked to a cysteine, serine,or
threonine through a thioester or ester bond. Little is known about the enzymology of
this process, except that it occurs post-translationally. Several studies have recently
made progress toward isolation of palmitoyl acyl transferases. Examples include
isolation of a membrane-bound acyl transferase that catalyzes palmitylation of mucin
glycoproteins (Kusinathan et al., 1990), an acyl transferase activity that palmitylates
viral acylglycoproteins and Ras (Schmidt and Burns, 1989; Gutierrez and Magee,
1991), and the partial purification of membrane-bound palmitoyl acyl transferases that
palmitylate members of the Src family of proteins (Berthiaume and Resh, 1995) and
Ga subunits (Dunphy et al., 1996).
There are now four distinct classes of palmitylated proteins (for a reviewsee
Resh, 1996). The first group consists of transmembrane proteins thatare palmitylated
on a cysteine residue at or near the transmembrane domain (e.g. G protein-coupled
receptors). The second class of proteins is prenylated on the cysteine residue within
the C-A-A-X box prior to palmitylation within the C-terminal region of the protein
(e.g. the Ras family of proteins). The last two classes of palmitylproteinsare modified
near the N-terminus. Class three proteins are palmitylated at one or more cysteines5
within the first 10-20 amino acids of the protein (e.g. GAP43). The fourth class is
similar to the third, however these proteins are both myristylated and palmitylated
(e.g. the Src family of proteins). These proteins possess a consensus sequence: M-G-
C at the N-terminus, falling within the consensus sequence for N-myristylation. The
glycine in position 2 is myristylated followed by palmitylation of the cysteine in
position 3.
While there are no reports of glypiated viral proteins, and only two viral
proteins (the Hepatitis S agent and p21', expressed by Harvey murine sarcoma virus)
have been shown to be isoprenylated, many viral proteins are palmitylated (fora
review, see Hruby and Franke, 1993). Viral palmitylated proteins are predominantly
membrane-bound residents of the viral envelope. Perhaps due to their location in the
virion, these proteins often play a role in egress of virus from the infected cell.
Inhibition of palmitylation sometimes, but not always, interferes with the protein's
function and may subsequently prevent release of infectious virions. Hemagglutinin
(influenza virus) and P37 (vaccinia virus) both play pivotal roles in virionegress
(Schmidt, 1982; Hiller, 1985). Nonpalmitylating mutants of P37 remain soluble in the
cytosol, losing their intracellular targeting (Grosenbach,eta/., 1997). As a result,
progeny virions are inhibited in their envelopment and are not released from the
infected cell. Blocking palmitylation of hemagglutinin expressed by the H1 subtype
of influenza virus also prevents egress of viable virions (Zurcheret al.,1994).
Nonpalmitylating mutants of hemagglutinin expressed by the H3 subtype,on the other
hand, do not inhibit production of infectious virions (Jinet al.,1996).6
Unlike the other forms of lipid modifications, palmitylation isa dynamic
process, and palmitic acid turnover occurs with a shorter half-life than that of the
protein (Staufenbiel and Lazarizes, 1986; Mageeet al.,1987; Sefton and Buss, 1987;
Schultzet al.,1988; Skene and Virag, 1989). Some proteins undergo reversible
palmitylation, meaning they undergo a palmitylation/depalmitylation cycle.
Depalmitylation of G protein as subunits is increased when agonist bindsG protein-
coupled receptors (Wedegaertner and Bourne, 1994). The result ofdepalmitylation is
release of Gas subunits from the membrane. Dynamic palmitylation of GAP-43has
also been described (Robinsonet al.,1995; Patterson and Skene, 1994).
The fourth major type of lipid modification, and the major focus of this thesis,
is myristylation. This refers to the co-translational attachment ofa saturated 14
carbon fatty acid to the penultimate N-terminal amino acid of the polypeptide(Wilcox
et al.,1987; Deichaiteet al.,1988). Myristic acid is bound to the a-aminogroup of
the glycine through an amide linkage following removal of the initiatormethionine.
In some cases, myristic acid is bound to the protein throughan amide linkage with an
internal lysine residue (Stevenson 1992; Stevenson 1993). This lattertype of
myristylation has only recently been recognized and is poorly understood.
MYRISTYLATION OF EUKARYOTIC AND VIRAL PROTEINS
The majority of studies on myristylationare centered on the addition of
myristic acid to the N-terminal glycine residue byan enzyme called
myristoylCoA:protein N-myristoyltransferase (NMT). This type of modificationmay7
also be called N-myristylation. This is the term that will be used from thispoint forth
to distinguish N-terminal myristylation by NMT from the attachment of myristic acid
to an internal lysine residue. The enzyme that facilitates this latter class of
myristylation, and its substrate specificity, are not known.
N-myristylation appears to be irreversible (James and Olson, 1989; Dohlman
et al., 1993), although demyristylation activity has been isolated from the cytoplasmic
fraction of bovine brain synaptosomes (Manenti et al., 1994). This demyristylation
activity was shown to be active on the major substrate of protein kinase C (MARCKS
= myristoylated alanine-rich C kinase substrate), resulting in the protein's dissociation
from the membrane. This is the only example of demyristylationat this time;
however, it raises the possibility that further investigationmay yield additional
proteins that undergo a myristylation/demyristylation cycle.
NMT was first purified, and its parental gene subsequently cloned, from the
yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Towler et al., 1987a). It is a monomeric 455 amino
acid protein that is localized to the cytosol (Knoll et al., 1992). NMT lacks
methionylaminopeptidase activity, indicating that the initiating methionine is removed
by a cellular methionylaminopeptidase prior to myristylation of the glycine inthe
adjacent position (Towler et al., 1987a). NMT hasa sequential ordered bi bi reaction
mechanism (Rudnick et al., 1991). First, myristoyl-CoA binds theapo-enzyme by
associating with Cys-169 of NMT, forming an intermediate complex (Rudnicket al.,
1990; Peseckis and Resh, 1994). This complex then binds the growing peptide,
forming a ternary complex. Binding of the peptide is influenced by the lengthand8
conformation of the fatty acid chain (Kishore et al., 1993; Devadas et al., 1993;
Rudnick et al., 1990). Next, myristate is transferred from CoA to the peptide and CoA
is released, followed by release of the myristoylpeptide (Gordon et al., 1991). This
series of events was determined by kinetic studies of product inhibition. The gene
encoding human NMT has also been cloned and, like the yeast enzyme, it displaysa
bi-bi mechanism of action (Duronio et al., 1992; Rocque et al., 1993). Examination
of the primary sequence reveals significant differences between the twoenzymes,
which may account for some of the observed differences in substrate specificity
(Rocque et al., 1993; Mcllhinney et al., 1994). Despite the quantitative differences in
peptide substrate specificity, there is a substantial overlap in substrate recognition by
yeast and human NMT (Rudnick et al., 1992).
A dual plasmid system has been used to test a large collection of peptides for
suitability as substrates for myristylation by yeast NMT (Duronio et al., 1991). The
most precise consensus sequence for N-myristylation resulting from these studies is
the following: (M-) G- (A/ S/ V/ G/ L) - X - X - (S/ T/ A) - .The glycine in the
second position is absolutely required. The third position is more flexible, but
uncharged amino acids are preferred. Bulky hydrophobic or aromatic amino acidsare
excluded to permit cleavage of the initiator methionine by methionylaminopeptidase.
The next two positions are relatively non-constrained, although there is a preference
for uncharged residues. A serine or threonine are the optimal occupants of the fifth
position. An alanine, glycine, cysteine or asparagine will function sub-optimally in
this position. The sixth position shows great flexibility. Proline is the only prohibited9
residue, and there is a preference for uncharged residues (Tow ler et al, 1987b). The
first six amino acids are the minimal sequence required for binding by yeast NMT
(Tow ler et al., 1988). Studies of human NMT show subtle differences in preferences
at positions 4, 5, 8, and 9 (Rocque et al., 1993). In summary, charged residues are
more acceptable in positions 4, 8, and 9 for binding human NMT than they were for
the yeast enzyme. In addition, a serine in position 5 does not significantly increase the
binding affinity of the human enzyme over other acceptable residues, unlike yeast
NMT. All NMT's are highly specific for myristate. Changes in composition that
affect the hydrophobicity of the fatty acid are permitted as long as the 14 carbon
length is maintained (Heuckeroth et al., 1988).
Proteins modified by myristic acid are diverse, both in function and in
intracellular localization. In addition, the roles that myristic acid playsare very
diverse. In some cases, myristylation assists in membrane association, in others it
stabilizes protein conformation or protein-protein interactions. While fewer than 1%
of total fatty acids within a cell are in the form of myristic acid (Lehniger, 1975), there
is an increasingly large number of proteins, both eukaryotic and viral, that have been
demonstrated to be myristylated.
For a number of viral proteins, myristylation assists in membrane association
and is essential for protein function and viral infectivity. For example, mutation of the
acceptor glycine of pp60' results in alteration of its localization from the plasma
membrane to the cytoplasm (Cross et al., 1984; Kamps et al., 1985). The
nonmyristylated protein is unable to interact with the membrane and subsequently10
loses its ability to transform cells. In addition, the Gag polyproteins of type C and D
retroviruses require myristylation for membrane association and virion assembly
(Bryant and Ratner, 1990; Schultz and Rein, 1989).
Despite the large numbers of membrane-bound myristylated proteins, myristic
acid alone is insufficient for anchorage to a membrane. A co-factor is required to
stabilize membrane association. This co-factor may be a stretch of basic residues
within the protein (e.g. Src, MARCKS, and HIV-1 Gag proteins; Sigal et al., 1994;
Buser et al., 1994; Kim et al., 1994; Zhou et al., 1994) or addition of a second
hydrophobic group, such as palmitic acid (Resh, 1994). These two co-factors have
been shown to be functionally interchangeable (Zhou et al., 1994; Kwong and Lublin,
1995).
An interesting finding is that some membrane-associated myristylproteins may
be recycled to the cytoplasm by regulation through either a switch mechanism or
depalmitylation. For example, binding of the MARCKS protein to a membrane is
controlled by an electrostatic switch (for a review, see McLaughlin and Aderem,
1995). This protein has both an N-terminal myristic acid group and a polybasic
region. Neither alone is sufficient for stable membrane-association, however they
have a synergistic effect when together. Phosphorylation by protein kinase C within
the polybasic region results in a decrease in the region's net positive charge,
weakening its interaction with the membrane. As a result, the MARCKS protein is
released from the membrane. The same electrostatic switch mechanism has been
described for the Src protein.11
Myristylated viral proteins may also be components of the capsid, serving
important roles during assembly of progeny virions by stabilizing protein-protein
interactions. The best characterized example is that of the VP4 capsid protein
expressed by poliovirus (Chow et al., 1987). Crystal structures of the virion revealthe
interaction of the myristate group of VP4 with a second structural protein, VP3, within
the capsid. Inhibition of myristylation through mutation of theacceptor glycine
residue prevents assembly of infectious virions (Marc et al., 1990; Moscufoet al.,
1991). Further examples of myristylated structural proteins include the VP2 proteinof
simian virus 40 and polyomavirus. Myristylation of this protein is essential for
assembly of both viruses, and it is suggested that VP2serves as a scaffolding protein
during this process (Streuli and Griffen, 1987; Sahli et al., 1993).
A myriad of proteins are N-myristylated. There is alsoan emerging class of
proteins that are myristylated but lack the N-terminalconsensus sequence for N-
myristylation. The first observations of hydroxylamine-resistant internally-
myristylated proteins were the IgM .t chain, I1-113, and the insulinreceptor (Pillai and
Baltimore, 1987; Bursten et al., 1988; Hedo et al., 1987). More recently, the
precursors of TNFa and I1-1 a have been demonstrated to be myristylated on specific
lysine doublets (Stevenson et al., 1992; Stevenson et al., 1993). The only viral
candidate for internal myristylation thus far is the VP54 capsid protein of PBCV-1
(Que et al., 1994). It has not been determined whether the enzymology andsubstrate
specificity of internal myristylation is the sameor different from that described for N-
myristylation.12
VACCINIA VIRUS MATURATION
Vaccinia virus (VV) is a very large and complex eukaryotic virus,
distinguished by its replication exclusively within the cytoplasm of infected cells
(Hruby et al., 1979). It is the prototype member of the Poxviridae family of viruses.
VV has a genome that is 191 kilobase-pairs (Kbp) in size and encodesmore than 200
gene products (Moss, 1990; Creighton, 1983). Like many viruses, its gene products
are expressed in a temporal cascade during the replication cycle (Goebel et al., 1990).
Early genes are transcribed into 5'-capped, 3'-polyadenylated mRNA's byenzymes
and factors carried into the cell within the infecting virion. Next, thecore particle
breaks down and viral DNA is released into the cytoplasm. DNA replication then
commences in structures called virosomes, which are also where assembly of
immature particles takes place. Following the onset of DNA replication, earlygene
expression is attenuated and intermediate and late gene expression begins. Several of
the intermediate genes encode transcription factors required for lategene expression.
The products of the late genes are primarily enzymes and structural proteins. Many
late gene products are modified either during or after translation. These modifications
appear to contribute to the roles these proteins play in the assembly and maturation of
infectious virions.
Unlike many other eukaryotic viruses, VV produces several distinct forms of
infectious virions. Immature virions have an envelope derived froma membrane
cisternae of the intermediate compartment between the endoplasmic reticulum and the
Golgi (Sodeik et al., 1993). The envelope of the immature virus particle enclosesa13
dense protein matrix. Immature virus particles mature into a brick shaped
intracellular mature virus (IMV), which is fully infectious. A second form of
infectious particle is intracellular enveloped virus (IEV), and it differs from IMV in
that it has acquired two additional membranes from the trans Golgi network, giving it
a total of four membranes (Schmelz et al., 1994). IEV migrates to the cell surface,
where the outermost membrane fuses with the plasma membrane, giving rise to
enveloped virus (EV) (Payne and Kristenson, 1979). Virus released from the cell is
called extracellular enveloped virus (EEV) and virus that remains associated with the
cell is called cell-associated enveloped virus (CEV) (Blasco and Moss, 1992). CEV is
responsible for cell-to-cell transmission in tissue culture, while EEV is responsible for
virus dissemination (Appleyard et al., 1971; Boulter and Appleyard, 1973; Blasco and
Moss, 1992). Some poxviruses, such as cowpoxvirus (CPV) produces whatmay be an
additional virion form. Large inclusion bodies are formed in the cytoplasm of CPV-
infected cells, composed primarily of a single 160 kDa viral protein called the A-type
inclusion protein (Patel et al., 1986). Within these inclusion bodies are fully
infectious virus particles.
Acylation of VV proteins is an important component of virion morphogenesis.
There are at least 6 myristylated and 6 palmitylated late proteins expressed by VV
(Child and Hruby, 1992; Franke et al., 1989, Martin et al., 1997). Blocking acylation
of at least two of these proteins (L1R and P37) is deleterious to the virus (Ravanello
and Hruby, 1994b; Grosenbach et al., 1997). Inhibition of L1R myristylation by
mutagenesis of the acceptor glycine interferes with morphogenesis, resulting invery14
low levels of viral assembly. Morphogenesis appeared to be stunted at the stage of
immature particle formation. In contrast, inhibition of P37 palmitylation does not
affect the early stages of morphogenesis but, rather, results in a block in envelopment
and egress of EV virions.
In the following chapters are reported the results of experiments performed to
identify and characterize several late VV myristylproteins. Most of the previous work
on VV myristylproteins has been performed on L 1R, the major myristylated VV
protein. Radiolabeling studies of VV-infected cells with tritiated myristic acid has
revealed that additional proteins may be myristylated (Franke et al., 1989). It is
anticipated that identification and characterization of the remaining late
myristylproteins will provide helpful insight into the process of virion morphogenesis.
The second chapter of this thesis is centered on the identification and partial
characterization of three of the late myristylproteins. In the third chapter a 92 kDa
protein is identified that lacks the N-myristylation consensus sequence at its amino
terminus. A combination of biochemical and genetic studies will be described that
were used to analyze this putative internally myristylated protein.15
Chapter II
IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF THREE
MYRISTYLATED VACCINIA VIRUS LATE PROTEINS.
Authors: Karen H. Martin, Douglas W. Grosenbach, Christine A. Franke,
and Dennis E. Hruby16
SUMMARY
Previous studies have shown that at least 3 vaccinia virus (VV) late proteins
(with apparent molecular masses of 37, 35, and 25 kDa) label with myristic acid.
Time-course labeling of VV-infected cells with [3H]- myristic acid reveals at least
three additional putative myristylproteins, with apparent molecularmasses of 92, 17,
and 14 kDa. The 25kDa protein has previously been identifiedas that encoded by the
L1R open reading frame, leaving the identity of the remaining proteins to be
determined. Sequence analysis led to the preliminary identification of the 37, 35, and
17 kDa proteins as G9R, A16L, and E7R, respectively. Using synthetic
oligonucleotides and polymerase chain reaction techniques, each of theseopen
reading frames was amplified using VV DNA as a template, then cloned individually
into expression vectors behind T7 promoters. These plasmid constructswere then
transcribed in vitro and the resulting mRNA's were translated in wheatgerm extracts
and radiolabeled with either [35S]-methionine or [3H]- myristic acid. Each wild-type
polypeptide was labeled with [35SJ-methionine or [3H]- myristic acid in the translation
reactions, while mutants containing an alanine in place of glycine at the N-terminus
labeled only with [35S]-methionine and not myristic acid. This provided strong
evidence that the open reading frames had been correctly identified and that each
protein is myristylated on a glycine residue adjacent to the initiating methionine.
Subcellular fractionations of VV-infected cells suggested that A16L and E7Rare
soluble. This is in contrast to L1R, which is a membrane-associated protein.17
INTRODUCTION
Vaccinia virus (VV) is a large double-stranded DNA virus that replicates in the
cytoplasm of infected cells. It encodes most, if not all, of itsown enzymes and co-
factors required for transcription and DNA replication, while relyingon the host cell
machinery for translation of viral messenger RNA's (Moss, 1990). Likemany other
eukaryotic viruses, VV utilizes many of the same strategiesas the host cell for
trafficking proteins to their proper location within the cell. Post-translational
modifications such as proteolysis, phosphorylation, glycosylation, and fatty acylation
all participate in this process (Wolfe et al., 1995).
The two predominant types of fatty acylation known tooccur on viral proteins
are palmitylation and myristylation (Hruby and Franke, 1993). In both cases, a
saturated fatty acid is transferred to the protein, generally serving to target the
modified protein to a membrane or to stabilize protein-protein interactions (Johnsonet
al., 1994). Myristic acid is a 14 carbon fatty acid that is co-translationally transferred
to the penultimate glycine residue found within the consensus sequence M-G-(X-X-X)-
SIT/A/C/N (where Xis any amino acid) at the amino terminus of target proteins
(Duronio et al., 1991). The enzyme responsible for the transfer of myristic acid from
myristoyl-CoA to the target protein is N-myristyltransferase (NMT). In addition,a
second class of myristylproteins has recently been recognized. Two examples of the
latter class are the TNFa and IL -la precursors, which have both been shownto be
myristylated on internal lysine doublets (Stevenson et al., 1992, Stevensonet al.,
1993). Nothing is yet known about the enzyme responsible for this modification,nor18
its substrate specificity. Among viral myristylproteins, only N-terminallymyristylated
proteins have been characterized, although the major capsid protein of the PBCV-1
algal virus appears to be a candidate for internal myristylation (Queet al., 1994).
Many viruses express proteins that are modified by myristic acid. The
majority of viral myristylproteins are components of the capsidor envelope. The roles
these proteins play in the virus life cycle are varied. With few exceptions,inhibition
of myristylation is detrimental to the virus. For example, the major picornavirus
myristylprotein is VP4. Myristylation of this protein is essential for assembly of
infectious virions (Chow et al., 1987), and evidence suggests that itmay also play a
role in the uncoating process following entry into the host cell (Moscufoet al., 1991).
Likewise, myristylation is required for the translocation of HIVgag protein to the
plasma membrane where virion assembly and buddingoccurs (Bryant and Ratner,
1990; Gheysen et al., 1989; Gottlinger et al., 1989). Transformation of cells byRous
sarcoma virus is also dependent upon myristylation. The myristylprotein, pp60', is
a membrane-associated tyrosine kinase (Buss and Sefton, 1985). If myristylation is
blocked, the virus is no longer able to transform cells (Resh, 1990).
The best characterized VV myristylprotein is encoded by the L1Ropen reading
frame. This protein is approximately 25 kDa in size, is myristylatedat the N-terminus
within the standard consensus sequence, and has two predicted transmembrane
domains (Franke et al., 1989; Ravanello and Hruby, 1994a). Previous work hasshown
that L1R localizes to the inner membrane of mature virions and is required forvirus
growth in tissue culture. Use of an inducible recombinant virus demonstrated that19
absence of L1R results in a shutdown of morphogenesis at an early stage preventing
formation of mature intracellular virions (Ravanello and Hruby, 1994b). Studies using
monoclonal antibodies also suggest a role for L1R in penetration of adsorbed virus
and in acid-induced fusion of infected cells (Wolffe et al., 1995).
In addition to L1R, there are at least 5 other VV myristylproteins. This isan
unusually large number of myristylproteins to be expressed by one virus; however, due
to the nearly 200 predicted open reading frames found in the viral genome (Goebel et
al., 1990), and the multiple forms of viral particles (Schmetz et a/.,1994; Sodeik et al.,
1993), it is perhaps not surprising. We report here on the identity of three of these
additional VV myristylproteins; A16L, E7R, and G9R. Surprisingly, A16L and E7R
were both found to be soluble. This is in stark contrast to L1R. Since these proteins
are not associated with membranes they are most likely either involved in virion
assembly or are soluble enzymes within the core of virus particles.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells and Virus.
BSC-40 (African green monkey kidney) cells and RK13 (rabbit kidney) cells
were maintained in modified Eagle's medium (MEM-E; Sigma Chemical Co., St.
Louis, Mo.) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FCS)
(Whittaker M.A. Bioproducts, Inc., Walkersville, Md.), 2 mM L-glutamine, and 10
pg/ml of gentamicin. The Western Reserve (WR), Copenhagen (CH) and IHD -J
strains of VV were purified as previously described (Hruby et al., 1979).20
Subcellular fractionation.
Confluent monolayers of BSC-40 cells (8.9 x 106 cells) were infected with
IHD-J virus at an MOI of 10 pfu/cell. After a 1 h adsorption, the inoculumwas
replaced with MEM-E containing 5% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum. The
infected cells were incubated at 37°C with 5% carbon dioxide for 24 h. Cellswere
harvested in culture medium and were pelleted by centrifugation at 1300rpm for 10
min at 4°C. The cell pellet was resuspended in 5 ml hypotonic buffer (20 mM Hepes,
5mM KC1, 1 mM MgC12, and 150 mM NaC1). Cells were swollen on ice for 10 min
then dounce homogenized. One ml was removed (total cell extract, TCE). The
remainder was centrifuged at 1300 rpm for 10 min at 4°C. The pellet (nuclear pellet,
NP) was brought up to 4 ml in hypotonic buffer. The supernatant (post nuclear
supernatant, PNS) was separated into 1 ml fractions. Two of these were
microcentrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 30 min at 4°C. The pellets (P15)were brought up
to 1 ml in hypotonic buffer. The supernatants (S15) were combined, brought up to 4
ml with hypotonic buffer and centrifuged at 33,000 rpm for 1 h at 4°C. The pellet
(P100) was brought up in 1 ml hypotonic buffer and the supernatant (S100)was
adjusted to a final concentration of 10% trichloroacetic acid and ultracentrifuged at
18,000 rpm for 30 min at 4°C. The pellet (precipitated S100) was resuspended in 600
).11 of 1 M Tris-HC1 (pH 11.0) to neutralize the acid, then divided into two 300111
fractions. All other subcellular fractions were brought up to 10% TCA and
microcentrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 30 mM at 4°C. The protein pelletswere
resuspended in 300 41 of 1 M Tris-HC1 (pH 11.0) except for P100, which was treated21
the same as the S100 fraction. The pH of each fractionwas adjusted to 7.0 with
sodium acetate. The fractions were resuspended by sonication, vortexing, andone
freeze/thaw cycle.
Radio labeling of VV-infected cells.
Monolayers of BSC-40 cells were infected with either the WRor CH strain of
VV as described. Cells were labeled with [9,10-311]-myristic acid (125 p.Ci/ml, 22.4
Ci/mmol; New England Nuclear) from 3.5-10 h.p.i. Myristic acidwas dried under
nitrogen gas flow and resuspended in DMSO (10 plper plate of cells) with brief
sonication. MEM-E plus 5% FCS was added (1 mlper plate of cells). Infected cell
monolayers were washed with PBS-M, scraped off the plates and centrifugedat 2000
rpm for 5 min to pellet the cells. The cell pellets were resuspended in 200 p.1 of lysis
buffer [50 mM Tris-C1 (pH 8), 1 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl, 1 pg/m1 aprotinin, 100
pg/m1PMSF, and 0.5% NP40] by vortexing. Following transfer toa 1.5 ml microfuge
tube the samples were microfuged at 3000rpm for 2 min. The supernatant was
aliquoted into 25 pl fractions and stored at -70°C. A fraction of each lysatewas
boiled in sample buffer [50 mM Tris (pH 6.8), 1 % (wt/vol) SDS, 0.1 % (vol/vol)2-
mercaptoethanol, 1 % (vol/vol) glycerol; Laemmli, 1970] for 3 min. Proteinswere
resolved by discontinuous_polyacrylamide electrophoresison a 12% SDS
polyacrylamide gel. Proteins were visualized by fluorography with 22.2%2,5-
diphenyloxazole (PPO) in DMSO (Bonner and Laskey, 1974). Gelswere dried and
exposed to Kodak Biomax MR film at -70°C.22
Time course label with myristic acid.
Cells infected with the WR strain of VV were radiolabeled with [9,10 -3H]-
myristic acid (125 pEi/ml, 22.4 Ci/mmol; New England Nuclear) as described above
from 0-4, 4-8, 8-12, 12-16, and 16-24 h.p.i. Cells were aspirated then harvested in
0.1% SDS and benzonase endonuclease (25 u/ml; VWR Scientific)was added to shear
DNA. The lysates were brought up to 1% SDS, and aliquots were boiled for 3 min in
Laemmli sample buffer [50 mM Tris (pH 6.8), 1% (wt/vol) SDS, 0.1% (vol/vol) 2-
mercaptoethanol, 1% (vol/vol) glycerol; Laemmli, 1970]. Proteins were resolved by
discontinuous polyacrylamide electrophoresis on a 10% tricine gel (Schagger andvon
Jagow, 1987), and visualized by fluorography with 22.2% PPO in DMSO (Bonner and
Laskey, 1974). Gels were dried and exposed to Kodak Biomax MR film at -70°C.
Immunoblotting.
Infected cells were harvested as described and total cell extracts were analyzed
using SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Proteins were electrotransferred from
gels to nitrocellulose filters in Towbin transfer buffer [25 mM Tris (pH 8), 192 mM
glycine, 20% (vol/vol) methanol] for 30 mM at 25 V at 4°C. Filters were washedonce
in Tris-buffered saline (TBS) [20 mM Tris, and 500 mM NaCl (pH 7.5)] and blocked
for 2 h at room temperature with 3% (wt/vol) gelatin (Bio-Rad, Richmond, CA) in
TBS. The filters were washed with TTBS (0.05% Tween-20 in TBS) three times,
followed by binding with polyclonal antisera (as specified) in antibody buffer (1%
gelatin in TTBS) overnight at room temperature. Filters were washed three times with23
TTBS then bound with alkaline phosphatase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit antibody
(dilution 1:2000) (Bio-Rad) in antibody buffer for 1 h atroom temperature. After
three washes with TTBS and one with TBS the filterswere developed in p-nitroblue
tetrazolium chloride and 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolylphosphate p-toluidine salt (Bio-
Rad) in carbonate buffer [100 mM NaHCO3 and 1.0 mM MgC12 (pH 9.8)].
Preparation of IMV and EEV.
Five 150-mm plates of confluent RK13 cells were infected with IHD-J virusat
an MOI of 5 pfu/cell. After a 24 h incubation at 37°C (5% CO2) the infected cells
were harvested, and transferred to a 50 ml conical tube. The cells were allowed to
swell by incubating on ice for 15 min, and then sonicated witha probe sonicator for
15 pulses, 3.75 duty cycles. The lysate was centrifuged at 2000rpm for 10 min at
4°C. 25 ml of supernatant was layered on top of 10 ml of 36%sucrose and centrifuged
at 18,000 rpm for 80 min at 4°C in a Beckman SW28.1 rotor. The pelletwas
resuspended in 1.0 ml H2O and microfuged at 15,000rpm for 30 min at 4°C. The
pellet was resuspended in 300 µl H20, and then was layeredon top of a CsC1
discontinuous gradient (1.8 ml of 1.2 g/ml, 1.8 ml of 1.25 g/ml, 1.3 ml of 1.3 g/ml).
This gradient was centrifuged at 32,000 rpm, 15°C, overnight ina Beckman SW50.1
ultraclear rotor tube. Bands were side-pulled usinga 1 cc syringe with a 22 gauge
needle. The fractions were placed in separate 1.5 ml MF tubes, broughtup to 1.5 ml
with H20, then microfuged at 15,000 rpm, 4°C, for 30 min. The pelletswere
resuspended in 100-200 AI of 1 mM Tris (pH 9.0), and stored at -20°C.24
Construction of recombinant plasmids.
In order to construct in vitro expression vectors containing wild-type (G1) and
mutant (Al) sequences of VV ORFs (A16L, E7R, and G9R), the specific DNA
sequences were amplified from VV (Western Reserve) DNA template by the
polymerase chain reaction (PCR), as described previously (Franke et al., 1990). The
PCR-amplified products were cloned into plasmid vectors (pTZ18R or pTZ19R;
United States Biochemical) downstream of T7 RNA polymerase promoter sequences.
PCR amplification primers were synthesized on an Applied Biosystems DNA
synthesizer and purified by HPLC (Becker et al., 1985). The sequences of the PCR
amplification primers were as follows: A16L-5', 5'-ACTGTGGATCCAGAATG-
(G/C)GGCAGCTGTTACTC-3; A16L-3', 5'-ATTTTGGATCCTTATCGTCTAC-
GAACATTTATATC-3; 5'-ACTGTGGATCCAGAATGG(G/C)AACTGC-
TGCAACAATTC-3; 5'-ATTTTGGATCCTTATATATTTAGTTTATCTTT-
CATCAG-3; G9R-5', 5'-CTGCAGGTCGACTCTAGAATGG(G/C)TGGCGGA-
GTAAGTG-3; 5'-CTGCAGGTCGACTCTAGATTAAATAGCTACA-
ATTAGTATCCA-3'. The PCR products were extracted with phenol-chloroform and
concentrated by precipitation with ethanol. The PCR-amplified products and plasmid
vectors were digested with either BamHI or Xbal, gel isolated and ligated as follows:
Al6L (BamHI-digested) into the BamHI site of pTZ19R, E7R (BamHI- digested) into
the BamHI site of pTZ18R, and G9R (XbaI-digested) into the Xbal site of pTZ18R.
DNA sequence analysis was used to confirm the authenticity of the plasmid25
constructions and identify the wild-type (G1) and the (Al) mutants. The construction
of pL1 (G1) and pL1 (Al) have been detailed previously (Franke et al., 1990).
Production of antiserum.
Polyclonal rabbit antisera to A16L, E7R and LIR proteins were generated by
cloning coding regions of these ORFs into pET-16b (Novagen, His-Tag expression
vector system). This vector provides for high stringency T7lac promoter inducible
expression of an N-terminal fusion protein to a cleavable His-Tag sequence for rapid
affinity purification. Briefly, PCR-amplified DNA fragments consisting of the
complete coding sequences of the E7R and L1R ORFs were ligated into the Ndel and
BamHI sites of pET-16b. A Ndel/BamHI fragment, (-525 bp, encoding the C-terminal
171 amino acid residues of the A16L ORF) was isolated from a digestion of
pTZ19R:A16L(G1) and ligated into the Ndel and BamHI sites of pET-16b. Host
bacterial strain BL21(DE3) pLysS was transformed with these recombinant vectors
and protein expression was induced with 1 mM IPTG for 3 h. Cells were lysed by
sonication and fractionated into soluble and insoluble fractions. Fractionswere
separated by SDS:PAGE and proteins were visualized by staining with Coomassie
brilliant blue. The fusion proteins induced from pET-16b:A16L and pET-16b:E7R
were contained in the soluble fraction, whereas the fusion protein produced from the
induction of pET-16b:L1R was in the insoluble fraction of the cell extract. Both the
A16L and E7R fusion proteins migrated as 22 -kDa proteins and the L1R fusion
protein as an 29 -kDa protein as predicted. Antigen preparations for the26
immunization of rabbits to produce antisera were isolated from the soluble fraction of
the IPTG-induced cell extracts for A16L and E7R, whereas protein antigen from Ll R-
induced cultures was isolated from the bacterial inclusion bodies (Miner and Hruby,
1989). The protein antigens were purified by immobilized metal affinity
chromatography on Ni2+-NTA resin (QIAGEN) according to manufacturer's
instructions. Antiserum to the G9R protein was produced froma synthetic multiple
antigenic peptide consisting of residues 89 to 110 of the G9R ORF synthesizedon a
tetravalent branching lysine core resin containing 8 copies of the peptideper
molecule. The protocol and schedule for immunization of the rabbits to produce
antisera has been detailed previously (Franke et al., 1990).
In vitro transcription and translation.
Template plasmid DNA's were purified as directed by the manufacturer of the
Riboprobe system (Promega). Plasmids were linearized by digestion with restriction
endonucleases as follows: EcoRI for pA16LG1, pA16LAI, pL1RGI, and pL1RA1,
HindlIl for pE7RGI and pE7RA1, and Sall for pG9RGI and pG9RAI. Linearized
templates were transcribed in vitro using T7 RNA polymerase. The mRNA's
produced in the transcription reactions were translated in wheat germ extractsas
directed by the manufacturer (Promega). Radiolabeling was performed with 0.5
IACi/i.11 of L435S}methionine (1.153 Ci/mmol; Amersham Corp.) in 20 uM amino acids
(minus methionine) or with 2 IACi of [9,10-3H1-myristic acid (54 Ci/mmol;
Amersham) which had been dried under nitrogen and suspended by sonication in27
nuclease-free water per gl in 20 gM amino acids. Reactions (15 gl) were incubated at
25°C for 60 min. The radioactive polypeptides were analyzed on 10%
SDS:polyacrylamide gels and visualized by fluorography (Bonner and Laskey, 1974)
on Kodak XAR-5 film at -70°C.
RESULTS
Time-course radiolabel of VV myristylproteins.
During the initial studies on the VV DR protein, it was noted that several
other proteins labeled with [3H]- myristic acid during a VV infection (Frankeet al.,
1989). Given that viral myristylproteins are often involved in assembly or, in rare
instances, DNA replication (Chunget al.,1990), identification and characterization of
VV myristylproteins seemed to be an important approach to understanding of these
processes in the VV life cycle. Virus-infected cells were radiolabeled with [3H)-
myristic acid at various times post-infection to examine the kinetics of myristylprotein
expression. VV early proteins are synthesized prior to DNA synthesis, within the first
4 hours of infection (Moss, 1996). Beginning at about 4 hours post-infection, late
protein expression commences and early gene expression is attenuated. As can be
seen in Figure 11.1, five VV proteins with apparent molecular weights of 92, 39, 36,
25, and 17 kDa labeled with myristic acid at 4 h.p.i. These increase in intensity with
time as do a number of other bands. Whether these other bands represent other
acylproteins, breakdown products, or re-utilization of label is not known. In any case,
further studies were continued only on the five major species indicated. In addition,28
Fig. ILL Time course label of myristylated VV proteins. VV (WR, m.o.i. of 10 PFU
per cell) infected BSC-40 cells were radiolabeled with [31]-myristic acid during 4 h
intervals at various times post-infection. Cells were harvested and proteinswere
separated on a 10% tricine polyacrylamide gel. The gel was fluorographed using
22.2% PPO in DMSO, dried, and exposed to Kodak Biomax MR film at -70° C. The
migration of 21.5 -200 kDa molecular weight markers (myosin, 200 kDa;
phosphorylase b, 97.5 kDa; bovine serum albumin, 69 kDa; ovalbumin, 46 kDa;
carbonic anhydrase, 30 kDa; and trypsin inhibitor, 21.5 kDa) is depictedon the left.
Lanes 1-6 are as follows in order: 0-4 h.p.i., 4-8 h.p.i., 8-12 h.p.i., 12-16 and 16-
24 h.p.i. Arrows indicate the major late myristylproteins.29
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Fig. IL 1. Time course label of myristylated VV proteins.30
an early 14 kDa protein is radiolabeled with myristic acid as well. This protein
remains to be identified. All of the late myristylproteins, except the 92 kDa protein,
are expressed by both the WR and CH strains of VV, suggesting they are virally
encoded (Fig. II.2). Based on earlier work, the 25 kDa proteinwas identified as that
expressed by the L1R open reading frame. We also identified the 92 kDa proteinas
the VV homologue to the Cowpox virus A-type inclusion protein (Martin and Hruby,
unpublished data). This left the identities of the 39, 36 and 17 kDa proteinsto be
determined.
Identity of the late myristylproteins.
The entire genome of the CH strain of VV has been sequenced (Goebelet al.,
1990). The predicted amino acid sequences of all of the VVopen reading frames
were examined for the presence of the N-myristylation consensus sequence. Three
proteins were identified by this search, in addition to L1R. As shown in Table II.1,
they are the G9R, A16L, and E7R open reading frames, respectively. Thesequence
surrounding the translational start site of each open reading frame (TAAATG) is
characteristic of a late gene promoter (Davison and Moss, 1989). In addition,none of
the three open reading frames has an early transcription terminationsequence. The
predicted molecular weight of each protein is 38.8 kDa (G9R), 43.6 kDa (A16L),and
19.5 kDa (E7R). All three have an N-terminalsequence consisting of M-G-(X-X-X-)-
S/T, which adheres to the N-myristylation consensussequence (Duronio et al., 1991).31
Fig. II.2. Comparison of WR and CH myristylatedproteins. BSC-40 cells were
infected with either the WR or CH strain of VV (M.O.I. of10 PFU per cell) and
radiolabeled with [3H]- myristic acid from 3.5 to 10 h.p.i.One plate of uninfected
BSC-40 cells was also radiolabeled. Cellswere harvested and proteins were resolved
by SDS polyacrylamide electrophoresis usinga 12% polyacrylamide gel. The gel was
fluorographed using 22.2% PPO in DMSO, dried, and exposedto Kodak XAR-5 film
at -70°C. Migration of molecular weight markers, in kilodaltons, isindicated to the
left. Lane 1 is the uninfected cell lysate, lane 2 is theCH-infected cell lysate, and lane
3 is the WR-infected cell lysate. Arrows to the rightindicate the positions of the
major late myristylproteins.32
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Fig. II.2. Comparison of WR and CH myristylated proteins.33
TABLE II.1.
lORF's Containing Consensus at Initiation Site
ORF kDa Temporal N-terminal Sequence Features
Class
A16L43.6 (36) Late MGAAVTLNRIKIA *C
G9R 38.8 (39) Late MGGGVSVELPKRD *C
L1R 27.5 (25) Late MGAAASIQTTVNT *C
E7R 19.5 (17) Late MGTAATIQTPTKL
*C denotes proposed membrane-associated region at C-terminus
Putative VV myristylated proteins. The results of a sequence search of all CH late
proteins for the presence of the N-myristylation consensus sequence at the initiation
site are summarized. The three putative myristylproteins (A16L, G9R, and E7R) are
listed as well as L1R, a known VV late myristylprotein. The proposed membrane-
associated domains were obtained by sequence analysis using the TMpred program.34
Like L1R, the proteins encoded by A 16L and G9R are both predicted to havea
hydrophobic carboxy terminus.
In vitro transcription and translation.
To confirm that the G9R, A 16L, and E7R open reading frames do in fact
encode the late myristylproteins observed in the in vivo studies, an in vitro approach
was used. A number of investigators have studied myristylation in vitro using either
rabbit reticulocyte or wheat germ lysates (Chow et al., 1987; Deichaite et al., 1988;
Heuckeroth et al., 1988). These studies have been successful because both lysates
contain NMT activity. Previous studies using the wheat germ translation system
demonstrated that the VV 25 kDa myristylprotein was expressed by the L1R open
reading frame (Franke et al., 1990). The same system was used to demonstrate the
ability of proteins encoded by G9R, Al6L, and E7R to be myristylated in vitro. To
achieve this, each of the three open reading frame was PCR-amplified from a VV
DNA genomic template and cloned into an expression vector plasmid behind a T7
promoter. Three additional plasmid constructs were designed in which the glycine
adjacent to the initiating methionine was mutated to an alanine. It has been well
established that mutating the penultimate glycine of an N-myristylated protein toan
alanine is sufficient to inhibit myristylation (Towler et al., 1987). If these are the
genes encoding the three unidentified late myristylproteins, then transcription and
translation of the cloned wild-type genes should result in proteins that can be labeled35
with myristic acid, whereas the gene products of the cloned mutatedgenes will be
blocked in their ability to be myristylated.
G9, G9A1, A16, A16A1, E7, E7A1, Ll,and L/A/ mRNA's were synthesized in
vitro by transcription with T7 RNA polymerase. The mRNA was used to program
wheat germ extracts labeled with either [35S)-methionine or [311]-myristic acid, and the
translation products were analyzed by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. In
[35S]-methionine labeled extracts, each mRNA served as the template fora single
protein band of appropriate molecular size, with the exception of the A16 and A 16A1,
mRNA's (Fig. IL3a). These two messages produced the expected 36 kDa band and
several additional protein bands. The band migrating at approximately 65 kDamay
represent either a dimer or an mRNA transcript that did not terminate at the
transcriptional stop site. The bands migrating below 36 kDa are likely caused by
nicks in the mRNA or by the translational machinery falling off the template
prematurely. In contrast, bands in the [31-1]-myristic acid labeled extractswere only
present in those which had mRNA from wild-type DNA (Fig. II.3b). None of the Al
mutants produced translation products that labeled with myristic acid, despite the
ability of the respective mRNA's to produce polypeptides of the expected size,as
shown by incorporation of [35S]-methionine. Taken together, these experiments
demonstrate that not only are the proteins encoded by the G9R, A16L, and E7Ropen
reading frames myristylated, but that the penultimate glycine residue is the apparent
target site for myristylation. Furthermore, this provides support that the three36
Fig. 11.3. In vitro synthesis and myristylation of wild-type andmutant G9R, A16L,
L1R and E7R proteins. Wheat germ extractswere programmed with mRNA (-, no
RNA; A16L, A16LA1, E7R, E7RAI, G9R, and G9RA1) transcribedin vitro with T7
RNA polymerase. Translation reactionswere labeled with a) 35S-methionine or b) 3H-
myristic acid. Lane order is as indicated at the top of each fluorograph.Migration of
molecular weight markers, in kilodaltons, is indicatedat the left.37
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Fig. 11.3. In vitro synthesis and myristylation of wild-type and mutant G9R, Al6L,
L1R and E7R proteins.38
previously unidentified 38 kDa, 36 kDa, and 17 kDa myristylproteins are encoded by
these open reading frames.
Transmembrane prediction plots.
Because many myristylated viral proteins are targeted to cellular membranes
or viral envelopes, we were interested in seeing if the proteins encoded by G9R,
A16L, and E7R were predicted to contain transmembrane domains. To this end, the
amino acid sequence of each protein was analyzed using the TMpred program
available over the Internet. This program makes predictions about helix regions with
a length between 17 and 33 amino acids, and gives a weighted score for each region
found. In addition, the program makes predictions about the possible membrane
topology, suggesting whether the N-terminus lies inside or outside the membrane.
Hydropathy plots are shown for each protein (Fig. II.4), as provided by the TMpred
program. The TMpred analysis predicts that G9R has one transmembrane domain
between amino acids 322 and 340, and A16L has one transmembrane domain between
amino acids 342 and 360. In comparison, the protein encoded by LIR is predicted to
have a transmembrane domain between amino acids 186 and 204. The topology
prediction for G9R is that the N-terminus is inside, whereas the predictions for A16L
and DR places each N-terminus outside the membrane. E7R is not predicted to have
a transmembrane domain.39
Subcellular fractionation of VV-infected cells.
Because G9R and A16L were both predicted to have a membrane-associated
C-terminus, subcellular fractionation studies were performed to determine if, like
L1R, these two proteins are associated with membranes in vivo. Furthermore, since
E7R was not predicted to have a membrane-associated domain, we wanted to
determine whether or not it was a soluble protein. A procedure was used that
fractionates VV infected cells into the following: total cell extract (TCE), nuclear
pellet (NP), post-nuclear supernatant (PNS), P15 (15,000 rpm microfuge spin), P100
(100,000 x g ultracentrifuge spin, pellet), and S100 (100,000 x g ultracentrifuge spin,
supernatant). Each fraction obtained represented an equal portion of the total cell
lysate that was harvested. The NP contained the nuclear membrane and perhaps
portions of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), while the P15 and P100 fractions
contained the plasma membrane, portions of the ER, and the trans-Golgi network.
The PNS and S100 fractions contained cytosol material, including soluble and non-
membrane-associated proteins. Equal volumes of each fraction were analyzed using
SDS: polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Proteins on the gel were electroblotted to
nitrocellulose then probed with polyclonal antisera directed against L1R, G9R, A16L,
or E7R.
As expected, L1R was found only in the TCE and NP fractions (Fig. 11.5a).
Since it has already been established that L1R is associated with the inner envelope of
mature virions (Ravanello and Hruby, 1994a), it should have only been found in the
fractions containing the insoluble membrane associated proteins. Surprisingly, A16L40
Fig. II.4. Hydropathy curves of the VV major late myristylproteins. Hydrophilicity
plots of L1R (a), A 16L (b), E7R (c), and G9R (d) are shown. The plotswere
generated using the Hopp and Woods algorithm (Hopp and Woods, 1981). Positive
values (above the center line) indicate hydrophobicity while negative values indicate
hydrophilicity., , . ' ' .
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Fig. 11.4. Hydropathy curves of the VV major late myristylproteins.
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did not co-localize to the same fractions as L1R (Fig. 11.5b). Although both A16L and
L1R have a predicted membrane-associated domain at their C-terminus, A16L was
found only in the soluble fractions (TCE, PNS, S100). E7R was also found only in the
TCE, PNS, and 5100 fractions (Fig. 11.5c), suggesting that it is also a soluble protein.
Interestingly, the anti-E7R antisera reacts with two proteins that migrate close
together. Perhaps this is caused by disulfide bonds between two molecules of E7Ras
is seen with L1R (Wolffe et al., 1995). Alternatively, one of the bands may be an
unrelated cross-reactive protein. G9R was only detected in the total cell extract and
not in any of the subcellular fractions (Fig. 11.5d). This suggests that either G9R is
made in much lower quantities than the other myristylproteins or that the G9R protein
is labile. It is also possible that the antisera against G9R is not sensitive enough for
this assay. Although the localization of G9R remains unknown, it appears that neither
E7R nor A16L are membrane-associated.
Packaging in mature virions.
Previous studies have shown that the VV L1R protein is a component of both
intracellular mature virus (IMV) and extracellular enveloped virus (EEV) (Ravanello
and Hruby, 1994a). These are the two major forms of infectious virions produced
during infection. One feature that distinguishes IMV from EEV is the number of
membranes that surrounds the virus particle. IMV has a double membrane acquired
from the cisternae of the intermediate compartment between the Golgi complex and43
Fig. 11.5. Subcellular localization of VV late myristylproteins. BSC-40 cells were
infected with the IHD -J strain of VV at an m.o.i. of 10 pfuicell. Infected cells were
harvested 24 h.p.i. and pelleted by centrifugation. The pellet was resuspended in
hypotonic buffer, and dounce homogenized. An aliquot was reserved as the total cell
extract (TCE) and the remainder was centrifuged at 1300 rpm. The pellet (nuclear
pellet, NP) was resuspended in hypotonic buffer and the supernatant (post-nuclear
supernatant, PNS) was reserved. The resuspended NP was microfuged and the pellet
(P15) was resuspended in hypotonic buffer. The supernatant was centrifuged at
33,000 rpm to separate the P100 and S100 fractions. See Materials and Methods for
details on sample preparation. A portion of each fraction was run on 12% SDS:PAGE
gels, transferred to nitrocellulose, then probed with specific polyclonal antisera. Lane
order for each immunoblot is the following: TCE, NP, PNS, P15, P100, then S100.
Subcellular fractions were probed with antiserum against a) L1R, b) A16L, c) E7R,
and d) G9R.A. B.
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Fig. 11.5. Subcellular localization of VV late myristylproteins.
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the endoplasmic reticulum (Sodeik et al., 1993). EEV particlesare wrapped by
additional layers of membranes derived from the trans-golgior early endosomal
networks (Schmelz et al., 1994; Tooze et al., 1993). This differencein the number of
lipid layers surrounding the virus particles gives IMV and EEVseparate and distinct
relative buoyant densities in isopycnic cesium chloride gradients.Furthermore, the
protein profile of EEV is not identical to that of IMV, such thatthere are EEV-specific
proteins (Blasco and Moss, 1991; Blasco et al., 1993; Engelstadet al., 1992;
Engelstad and Smith, 1993; Hiller and Weber, 1985; Parkinson andSmith, 1994;
Payne, 1978; Payne 1979; Wolfe et al., 1993) and IMV-specificproteins (Payne,
1979; Ulaeto et al., 1995). However,many proteins isolated from virus particles, like
L1R, are found in both IMV and EEV.
To determine whether the late myristylproteinswere contained within mature
virions, IMV and EEV were purified from RK13 cells infectedwith the lHD-J strain
of VV. Proteins from purified viruswere resolved by discontinuous SDS:PAGE and
identified by immunoblot analysis using specific polyclonal antisera.A sample of
total infected cell extract was reserved prior to virus purificationto confirm
expression of each myristylprotein. To demonstrate the purity ofeach virus
preparation, IMV and EEV were assayed for thepresence of P37, an EEV-specific
protein (Hiller and Weber, 1985). As expected, P37 ispresent in purified EEV and is
absent in IMV (Fig. 11.6a). In addition, both viruspreps were probed with antisera
against L1R to demonstrate that equal concentrations of IMV andEEV were being
loaded on the polyacrylamide gels (Fig. II.6b). The observedresults for G9R, E7R,46
Fig. 11.6. IMV/EEV localization of myristylated VV proteins. RK13 cells were
infected with IHD-J virus at an m.o.i. of 5 pfu/cell. Infected cellswere harvested at 24
h.p.i. and sonicated briefly. An aliquot was reserved as the total cell extract (TCE).
Total virus was first pelleted through a sucrose cushion then separated into IMV and
EEV fractions using a CsC1 discontinuous gradient. For details refer to Materials and
Methods. Aliquots of purified IMV and EEV were run on 12% SDS:polyacrylamide
gels and electroblotted to nitrocellulose. Each blot was probed with specific
polyclonal antiserum. Lane order for each immunoblot is TCE, IMV, then EEV.
Antiserum used in each blot is as follows: a) P37, b) L1R, c) E7R, and d) A16L.47
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Fig. II.6. IMV/EEV localization of myristylated VV proteins.48
and A16L were surprising. G9R was observed at sucha low level as to make it barely
detectable (data not shown). E7R, on the other hand,was observed primarily in the
TCE and EEV, but was only present asa very faint dimer in IMV (Fig. II.6c). Last,
AI6L was detected only in the TCE andwas completely absent from both forms of
mature virions (Fig. IL6d). Although A16L is soluble, itwas surprising to find that it
is not assembled into virions during maturation, especiallysince it is a late protein
DISCUSSION
In order for a virus to infect a cell, thereare a number of obstacles which must
be overcome. Many of these are associated withentry into the cell, replication of the
genome, and expression of viral proteins. Yet it is also critical that viral proteins,
once expressed, get to the correct location in the cell at the appropriate time inorder
for assembly, maturation, and egress of infectiousprogeny virions to occur. Post-
translational modifications, such as myristylation, providea means for many viruses to
successfully complete their infectious cycle. Inhibition ofmyristylation is, in many
cases, sufficient to prevent formation or release of infectiousprogeny virions. This
has been demonstrated in a number of viruses including picornavirus(Krausslich et
al., 1990; Marc et al., 1990), Sindbis virus (Gaidigk-Nitschkoet al., 1990),
polyomavirus and simian virus 40 (Krauzewicz et al., 1990; Streuliand Griffin, 1987),
human immunodeficiency virus (Bryant and Ramer, 1990;Gheysen et al., 1989;
Gottlinger et al., 1989), and vaccinia virus (Frankeet al., 1989; Ravanello and Hruby,
1994b).49
The mechanisms by which VV progeny virions assemble, mature, and exit the
cell are just beginning to be understood. Approximately 10% of VV proteinsare
either myristylated or palmitylated, including at least five late myristylproteins and 6
late palmitylated proteins (Child and Hruby, 1992). This suggests that acylated
proteins may play important roles during late events in the infectious cycle. This is
already proving to be the case for two acylated proteins, L1R and P37. L1R,a late
myristylprotein, appears to play a key role in morphogenesis, since only immature,
noninfectious particles are formed when L1R is not expressed (Ravanello and Hruby,
1994b). P37 is a palmitylated late protein, which has been shown to be essential for
egress of enveloped virions (Grosenbach et al., 1997; Hiller and Weber, 1985). Study
of other late VV acylproteins, such as A16L, G9R and E7R, should provide insight
into the mechanisms involved in assembly, morphogenesis, and egress of infectious
progeny virions.
In vitro expression of the A 16L, G9R, and E7R open reading frames
demonstrated that the penultimate glycine is the target site for addition of myristic
acid. Further, the first 5 amino acids share homology with the N-myristylation
consensus sequence. Together, this indicates that all three follow the normal pattern
of N-terminal myristylation. In order to begin to characterize these three proteins it
was important to determine whether they associate with membranes or remain soluble
in the cytoplasm. Membrane-association would suggest a role in morphogenesisor
egress, while solubility might indicate an association with another protein and perhaps
a role in assembly of the viral core. Both A16L and E7R were found only in the50
soluble subcellular fractions, providing strong evidence that neither proteinis
associated with membranes. The solubility of G9R remains unclear since itcould
only be detected in the total cell extract. Its hydropathy profile isvery similar to A16L
and E7R, suggesting that it might also be soluble. Given the envelopednature of VV,
it is somewhat surprising that at least two, and maybe three, of the late
myristylproteins are not associated with membranes.
Because most myristylated viral proteins are components of the capsidor
viral envelope, it was of interest to determine if thiswas also the case for A16L, G9R,
and E7R. By probing purified virions with specific polyclonal antisera itwas
determined that E7R (and perhaps G9R) resides within mature infectious virions.The
fate of A16L is less clear. Surprisingly, this proteinwas not detected in purified
virions, although it was seemingly abundant in the total cellextract, and in soluble
fractions of infected cells.There remains much to learn about the function of A16L,
G9R, and E7R. Studies need to be performed to determine if these proteinsare
essential to the virus for replication in order to begin to understand their functions.
Further, in vivo studies of nonmyristylating mutants would be of interestto determine
the role of myristylation for each protein.51
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SUMMARY
Myristylation is one of several post-translational modifications thatoccur on
vaccinia virus (VV) proteins. Previously, time course labeling of VV-infectedcells
with myristic acid had indicated that five late proteins (17 kDa, 25 kDa, 36kDa, 38
kDa and 92 kDa) are myristylated. Four of these (encoded by the E7R, L1R,A16L
and G9R open-reading frames) contain the N-myristyltransferase recognitionsequence
(M-G-X-X-X-S/T/A) at their amino termini. The 92 kDa species doesnot, and may
therefore be a candidate for a novel internal myristylation reaction. This proteinhas
been demonstrated to be the A-type inclusion protein encoded by the WesternReserve
(WR) strain of VV. Labeling of cowpox virus (CPV) infected cells with myristicacid
indicated that the 160 kDa A-type inclusion protein labels with myristic acidas well.
Both the VV 92 kDa and the CPV 160 kDa A-type inclusion proteins labeled with
myristic acid were stable to hydroxylamine treatment, indicatingan amide linkage
between the fatty acid and the acceptor protein. HPLC analysis confirmed that the 92
kDa protein was in fact myristylated. Use of cycloheximide,a protein synthesis
inhibitor, demonstrated that myristylation takes place co-translationally. Furthermore,
these studies provided strong evidence that the protein is palmitylatedas well, and that
this acylation process takes place post-translationally. Effortsto identify the target
site for myristylation using a combination of deletion and site-directed mutagenesis
are described.53
INTRODUCTION
Vaccinia virus (VV) is a large double-str.nded DNA virus that has theunusual
characteristic of replicating in the cytoplasm ofan infected cell. It encodes all of the
components necessary for transcription and DNA replication. Gene expressionoccurs
in a cascade and is categorized as early, intermediateor late. Late gene expression is
dependent upon DNA replication and expression of specific transcription activator
proteins that are encoded by intermediate genes. DNA replicationoccurs in
centralized bodies called virosomes, and this is also where assembly ofprogeny
virions begins. The assembly and maturation ofprogeny virions is very complex and
not fully understood. However, the fatty acylation of late proteinsappears to play a
key role.
VV encodes a minimum of 6 palmitylated proteins and 6 myristylated proteins
(Child and Hruby, 1992; Franke et al., 1989; Martin et al., 1997). A number of
characteristics separate palmitylation from myristylation. Palmitic acid is 16 carbons
in length. Following translation of the nascent proteinon membrane-bound ribosomes
(probably in the endoplasmic reticulum), palmitic acid is attached throughan ester or
thioester bond to a serine, threonine, or cysteine residue (Iozzo, 1990; James, 1990;
for review, see Towler and Gordon, 1988; Grand, 1989; Hruby and Franke, 1993;
Resh, 1996). The majority of palmitylated proteinsare associated with membranes.
In contrast, myristylated proteins are translatedon free polyribosomes, and the
14 carbon fatty acid is co- translationally bound to the acceptor protein throughan54
amide bond. Myristic acid is transferred from myristyl-CoA to the penultimate N-
terminal glycine residue residing within a G-X-X-X-S/T/A motif by the enzyme N-
myristyl transferase (Towler, 1988; for review see Mcllhinney, 1990; Hruby and
Franke, 1993; or Johnson et al., 1994). Myristylated proteins may be membrane-
bound (e.g. vaccinia virus L1R protein; Ravanello 1994a), associated with other
proteins (e.g. picomavirus VP4 protein; Chow et al., 1987) or free in the cytosol (e.g.
the catalytic subunit of cAMP-dependent protein kinase; Zheng et al., 1993). The
myristic acid group generally serves to facilitate membrane association or to stabilize
protein-protein interactions. It is not surprising, therefore, that the majority of
myristylated viral proteins are either structural components of the viral capsid or
envelope constituents.
Previous studies have shown that least five VV late proteins are myristylated:
E7R (17 kDa), L1R (25 kDa), A 16L (36 kDa), G9R (39 kDa), and a 92 kDa species
(Franke et al., 1989; Martin et al., 1997). It has been demonstrated that L1R, A16L,
E7R and G9R are all myristylated on the glycine residue within the context of the N-
myristylation consensus sequence. Among these proteins, L1R is the best understood,
although much remains to be learned. L1R is essential for assembly of mature virions
in tissue culture (Franke et al., 1989; Ravanello and Hruby, 1994b). It has been
localized to the inner membrane of the viral envelope and is assembled into both
major forms of infectious virus particles: intracellular mature virus (IMV) and
extracellular enveloped virus (EEV) (Ravanello and Hruby, 1994a). When expression
of L1R is blocked, morphogenesis is halted at an early stage, implicating an important55
role for L1R during this complex maturation process (Ravanello and Hruby, 1994b).
Furthermore, it has been suggested that L1R plays a role in the penetration of adsorbed
virus into the cell and in acid-induced fusion of infected cells (Wolffeet al., 1995).
In this paper we identify the myristate-labeled 92 kDa late proteinas the VV
homologue of the A-type inclusion protein encoded bycowpox virus (CPV).
Identification was achieved both by use of immunoprecipitation and by transient
expression studies. HPLC analysis identified the protein-bound fatty acidas myristic
acid, and hydroxylamine analysis indicated that an amide bond attaches myristic acid
to the A-type inclusion protein. Surprisingly, the A-type inclusion protein lacks the
consensus sequence for N-myristylation at its amino terminus, suggesting that it is
internally myristylated. Only two other examples of internal myristylation have been
characterized. The precursors of TNFa and Il-la are both myristylatedon an internal
lysine doublet located upstream of the proteolytic cleavage site (Stevensonet al.,
1992; Stevenson et al., 1993). In addition, the VP54 capsid protein encoded by the
algal virus PBCV-1 appears to be myristylated withinan internal region of the protein,
however the precise location has not been determined (Que et al., 1994). Data is also
presented that provide strong evidence that the VV A-type inclusion protein is also
palmitylated. This makes the A-type inclusion protein uniqueamong internally-
myristylated proteins.56
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells and virus.
BSC-40 (African green monkey kidney) cells were maintained in modified
Eagle's medium (MEM-E; Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo.) supplemented with
10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (Whittaker M. A. Bioproducts, Inc.,
Walkersville, Md.), 2 mM L- glutamine, and 10 p.g/m1 of gentamicin. The Western
Reserve (WR) and Copenhagen (CH) strains of VV, as wellas Cowpox virus (CPV)
were grown and purified as previously described (Hruby et al., 1979).
Construction of plasmids and site-directed mutagenesis.
i) Construction of pVATL pVATI was constructed by isolating the 3500 by
EcoRI E fragment from the VV-WR genome and cloning it into the EcoRI site of
pUC118. The EcoRI E fragment contains the A-type inclusion promoter andopen
reading frame in its entirety as well as an additional 709 by downstream of the stop
codon. Site-directed mutagenesis was performed on pVATI using the method
described by Kunkel (Kunkel et al., 1985). All mutations were confirmed by
dideoxynucleotide DNA-sequencing procedures. ii) Construction of deletion
mutants. Three oligonucleotide primers were synthesized for construction of deletion
mutants. KP15 (5'-ACAACAAGATTAGTAAACGAATTCTGTAGTA-3') was
designed to introduce two stop codons following nucleotide 2419 of the EcoRI E
fragment. KP17 (5'-CAATCCATAATAAGATCCGAATTCTGTTC-3')was designed
to introduce two stop codons following position 1750. Last, KP14 (5'-ATTCGC-57
TCTTTAATAAGAATTCTTAACAT-3') was designed to introduce two stop codons
following position 1105. The plasmids encoding the deletion mutantswere named
pVATIA121, pVATIA255, and pVATIA591, respectively. Construction of lysine
mutants. Lysine residues were mutated to alanines at 9 positions, each on a separate
plasmid. Primers used for lysine mutagenesis are shown in Table III.1.
Transient expression.
Mono layers of BSC-40 cells (-90% confluent) on 35-mm plateswere infected
with the CH strain of VV at an MOI of 10 pfu/cell and were transfected with plasmid
DNA at 0 hours postinfection (h.p.i.) via liposome-mediated transfection (Rose,
1990). Prior to infection, CH virus, in 500 ill of MEM-E for each plate of cells, is
sonicated briefly (6 x 10 seconds). This is aliquoted into separate microfuge tubes,
one for each plate of cells. Next, 25 p.1 of DMRIE-C (Life Technologies;
Gaithersburg, MD) and 10 µg of plasmid DNA are added to each tube. Followinga
10 minute incubation at room temperature, the entire mixture is added to each plate of
aspirated cells. Following 4 h of incubation at 37° C (with 5% CO2 and 95%
humidity), the media was replaced with MEM-E containing 5% fetal bovineserum,
and the incubation was continued as specified.
Radiolabeling of VV-infected cells.
VV-infected cells were transfected with plasmid DNA as described above.
Cells were labeled with either [35S]-protein labeling mix (11..iCi/ml, 1175 Ci/mmol;58
Table 111.12
Site-directed mutagenesis of lysine doublets and arginine/lysine doublets.
Position*Primer Olizonucleotide Sequence (5' *3') Plasmid Name
22, 23 KP22TTCGCCACTGAATTCAGAAGACTATGGAApVATI.22RR
37, 38 KP36AATCAGGCCTCTCAGCAGCAACAAGA pVATI.37AA
58, 59 KP37AAGTCGTTAACTACAGATGCGGCATCAApVAT1.58AA
137, 138 KP38TGTGATATCCATGCAGCATACGGATG pVATI.137AA
245, 246 KP39GCGTTTACTGCAGCGGITAAGGAT pVATI.245AA
312, 313 KP75CGCGTCTCTTGCTGCAGAATATTCA pVATI.312AA
411-413 KP76AAGAAGCCGCGGCAGCACTCACCGA pVAT1.411AAA
469 KP18AAAGAGATCAGAGAATTCAGGGATATT pV ATI.469 A
490, 491 KP19TTATTAGAATTCGATAGGAGGACTATCCGpVATI.490AA
* Position indicated is the amino acid position from the N-terminus.
2 Site-directed mutagenesis was performed using the method developed by Kunkel(Kunkel 1985). The
numbers in the first column represent the position of the targeted amino acid from the N-terminus. The
template used for each primer was pVAT1. All mutations were performed individually.59
New England Nuclear) in media containing 1/10 the normal concentration of
methionine, or with [9,10 -3H]- myristic acid (200 22.4 Ci/nunol; New England
Nuclear) for 4 h from 20-24 h.p.i. at 37° C, unless stated differently. Cells were
harvested in 0.1% SDS and Benzonase endonuclease (25 U/ml; VWR Scientific) was
added to fragment DNA. The SDS concentration was brought up to 1% and the
extracts were heated at 100°C for 3 minutes in SDS-electrophoresis sample buffer [50
mM Tris (pH 6.8), 1% (wt/vol) SDS, 0.1% (vol/vol) 2-mercaptoethanol, 1% (vol/vol)
glycerol; Laemmli, 1970]. Proteins were resolved by SDS:PAGE and visualized by
fluorography with 22.2% PPO in DMSO (Bonner and Laskey, 1974). Gels were dried
and exposed to Kodak Biomax MR film at -70° C.
Immunoblotting.
Infected cells were harvested as described, and total cell extracts were
analyzed using SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Proteins were electroblotted
from gels to nitrocellulose filters in Towbin transfer buffer [25 mM Tris (pH 8), 192
mM glycine, 20% (vol/vol) methanol] for 1 h (unless specified differently) at 25 V at
4°C (Towbin, 1979). Filters were washed once in Tris-buffered saline [TBS; 20mM
Tris and 500 mM NaCl (pH 7.5)] and blocked for 2 h at room temperature with 3%
(wt/vol) gelatin (Bio-Rad, Richmond, CA) in TBS. The filters were washed with
TTBS (0.05% Tween-20 in TBS) three times, followed by binding with anti-CPV ATI
antibody (dilution 1:5000) in antibody buffer (1% gelatin in TTBS) overnight at room
temperature. Filters were washed three times with TTBS then bound with horseradish60
peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit antibody (dilution 1:40,000; Pierce) in
antibody buffer for 1 h at room temperature. After three washes with TTBS andone
with TBS, the filters were incubated with Super Signal substrate working solution
(equal volume of luminol/ enhancer solution and stable peroxide solution; Pierce) for
5 min. The blot was removed from the solution and encased in plasticwrap. The
encased filter was exposed to Kodak Biomax MR film for 1sec.
Analysis of the linkage between the acyl group and the ATI protein.
Proteins from WR-infected cell extracts were resolvedon duplicate sets of
10% polyacrylamide gels containing SDS. The gelswere cut in half. One half was
treated in 1 M Tris (pH 7 or pH 10) and the other halfwas treated in 1 M
hydroxylamine (pH 7 or 10) for 2 h at room temperature. The gelswere subjected to
fluorography as described, dried, and put against Kodak XAR-5 film at -70° C.
Identification of the protein-bound acyl group.
WR-infected cell extracts labeled with [3H]- myristic acid from 20-24 h.p.i.
were run on 5 lanes of a 10% polyacrylamide gel containing SDS. Proteins were
electroblotted to a nitrocellulose filter for 1 h at 25 V at 4° C. The filterwas washed
for 5 min in phosphate-buffered saline and air dried. A stripwas excised from the
filter across all five lanes of cell extract, aligned just below the 97.4 kDa marker. This
strip contained the VV ATI protein and no other myristylated proteins. The covalently
bound fatty acid was removed from the ATI protein by acid hydrolysisas described61
previously (Franke et al., 1989). Briefly, the nitrocellulose stripwas treated with 1 ml
of 2 N HC1-83% methanol in vacuo at 95° C for 60 h. The methanolysis products
were extracted three times with 1.0 ml petroleum ether at 4° C. The combined ether
extracts were dried under a stream of nitrogen and converted to p-nitrophenacyl
derivatives by incubation for 15 minutes with 25 ill of derivatization solution [40 mM
diisopropylethylamine (Sigma), 20 mMp-nitro-phenacyl bromide (Aldrich) in N,N-
dimethylformamide (Sigma); Child and Hruby, 1992; Callahan et al., 1989; Halgunset
et al., 1982; Jordi, 1978]. Unlabeled p-nitrophenacyl derivatized fatty acid standards
were prepared using the same method, by incubating 1011M of each fatty acid in 1.0
ml of derivatization solution. Fatty acids were separated and identified usinga
reverse-phase VYDAK C18 column (5 11M, 0.46 x 25 cm i.d.). The HPLC apparatus
consisted of a Waters Model 600 multisolvent delivery system,a Waters WISP Model
712 automatic sample injector and a Waters Lambda-Max LC spectrophotometer
Model 481. Samples were collected every 0.5 min with an ISCO FOXY fraction
collector and analyzed for radioactivity in 3 ml of 3a70 scintillation fluor (Research
Products International, Inc.) on a Beckman LS 3801 scintillation counter. Radioactive
peaks were compared with the absorbance elution profile of the unlabeled fatty acid
standards (A254). The same analysis was performed on VV A-type inclusion protein
labeled with [3H]-palmitic acid.
Computer analysis. Computer analysis of the A-type inclusion proteins. The
predicted amino acid sequences of the CPV and VV A-type inclusion proteinswere62
searched using the sequence pattern tool within the QUEST program of Intelligenetics
Suite, for functional or structural patterns suggestive of potential modifications.
Cycloheximide treatment. Six 35-mm plates of confluent BSC-40 cells were
infected with the WR strain of VV as described above. At 18 h.p.i., cycloheximide
(50 µg/ml) was added to 3 of the plates in MEM-E containing 5% fetal bovine serum.
After a 15 min incubation the media was changed and radiolabel plus 50 µg/ml
cycloheximide was added to the three wells. Radiolabel consisted of [35S]-
methionine (11.1Ci/ml, 1175 Ci/mmol; New England Nuclear), [9,10-311]-myristic acid
(200 LiCi/ml, 22.4 Ci/mmol; New England Nuclear), or [31-1]-palmitic acid (200
Ci/mmol; New England Nuclear). The remaining three plates of infected
cells were radiolabeled with each isotope in the absence of cycloheximide.
Radiolabeled cells were incubated for 2 h at 37°C (5% CO2, 95% humidity), then
harvested as described above. Proteins were resolved on discontinuous 10% tricine
polyacrylamide gels and visualized by fluorography. Gels were exposed to Kodak
Biomax MR film at -70°C.
Dual-label of VV-infected cells.
Three 60-mm plates of confluent BSC-40 cells were infected with WR as
described.Infected cells were radiolabeled from 12-18 h.p.i., 20-24 h.p.i., or 20-40
h.p.i. with either [35S]-methionine (11ACi/ml, 1175 Ci/mmol; New England Nuclear),
[9, 10-31-1]-myristic acid (200 p.Ci/ml, 22.4 Ci/mmol; New England Nuclear), or both63
following the standard protocol outlined above. Cells were harvested as described
above, and proteins were resolved by SDS:PAGE and visualized by fluorography and
exposed to Kodak Biomax MR film. After two days the film was developed and
aligned with the dried gel to excise the appropriate proteins from the gel. Each gel
slice was rehydrated with 100 p,1 of dH2O. Each gel slice was then treated with 1 ml
gel solubilizer (TS-2; New England Nuclear) at room temperature over night. 3a70
scintillation fluor (Research Products International, Inc.) was added to each sample
and radioactivity was measured using a Beckman LS 3801scintillation counter. After
subtraction of the background, counts were corrected for differential counting
efficiency of the two radioisotopes and spillover between the counting channels.
RESULTS
W late myristylproteins.
Previous studies have shown that at least five VV late proteins are
myristylated. Four of these have been identified as G9R (39 kDa), A 16L (36 kDa),
L1R (25 kDa), and E7R (17 kDa) (Martin et al., 1997). An additional myristylated
protein of 92 kDa was observed, but had not been identified, as no open-reading frame
of an appropriate size in the VV genome contained the N-terminal NMT recognition
signal (GXXXS/T/A). VV encodes two major proteins of this size, the structural
protein precursor, P4a, and the homologue to the cowpox virus (CPV) A-type
inclusion protein (Goebel et al., 1990).Several pieces of data led to the conclusion64
that the 92 kDa myristylprotein is the VV A-type inclusion protein. First, the 92 kDa
myristylprotein is not apparent in cells infected with the Copenhagen (CH) strain of
VV, but is expressed by the WR strain (Martin et al., 1997). Both strains of virus
express P4a, while a large deletion exists in the gene encoding the A-type inclusion
protein in the CH strain, resulting in an inability to express the protein. In addition,
immunoprecipitation of WR-infected cell extracts with antiserum against P4a didnot
reveal a 92 kDa protein labeled with myristic acid (data not shown). Last, timecourse
labeling of VV-infected cells with [314]-myristic acid reveals that the 92 kDa protein is
not readily visible until 12 hours post-infection and appears to have a burst of
expression between 20 and 28 hours post-infection (Fig. This expression
pattern is in agreement with the kinetics of protein synthesis described for the VV A-
type inclusion protein (Patel et al., 1986).
To confirm that the A-type inclusion protein is the unknown 92kDa species,
the EcoRI E fragment of VV, which consists of the entire A-type inclusionpromoter
region, open reading frame, and an additional 709 by downstream of the stop codon,
was cloned into a pUC118 vector. This recombinant plasmid (pVATI) was
transfected into BSC-40 cells superinfected with the CH strain of VV virus. Because
the CH strain does not express a myristylated 92 kDa protein, thepresence of such a
protein would have to be due to expression from the recombinant plasmid. One plate
of BSC-40 cells was infected with the CH strain of VV without plasmidas a negative
control. A positive control consisted of cells infected with the WR strain of VV. In65
Fig. LILL Time course label of VV with [3H]- myristic acid. BSC-40 cells were
infected with the WR strain of VV and labeled with myristic acid during the times
indicated. Infected cell lysates were harvested and proteins were separated on a
tricine 10% acrylamide gel. The gel was fluorographed in 22.2% PPO in DMSO and
exposed to film at -70°C. The position of the 92 kDa VV late myristylprotein is
indicated to the right by an arrow. Lane order: 1) 8-12 h.p.i.; 2) 12-16 h.p.i.; 3)16-20
h.p.i.; 4) 20-24 h.p.i.; 5)24-28 h.p.i.66
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Fig. 111.1. Time course label of VV with [31-1]-myristic acid.67
addition, a plate of cells was infected with CPV to determine if the A-type inclusion
protein encoded by this virus may also labeled with myristic acid. The A-type
inclusion protein expressed by CPV has a predicted mass of 160 kDa.
In the cells infected with CPV, a myristylated 160 kDa band is observed (Fig.
III.2). In addition, a 92 kDa band is present in cells infected with WR and in cells
transfected with pVATI, but is absent in cells infected with CH alone. These results
provide strong evidence that the 92 kDa protein is in fact the VV A-type inclusion
protein, and demonstrate that both homologs (92 kDa and 160 kDa)may be labeled
with myristic acid.
Analysis of protein-bound acyl group.
The observation that the A-type inclusion proteins of VV and CPV labeled
with myristic acid suggested that they were myristylated. It remained possible,
however, that the label was due to incorporation of radiolabel from [3H]- myristic acid
recycled into the amino acid pool, or to elongation of the 14 carbon myristic acid to 16
carbons (palmitic acid) followed by transfer to a serine, threonine,or cysteine residue.
To determine if the protein was myristylated, VV A-type inclusion protein
radiolabeled with [3H]- myristic acid was subjected to both hydroxylamine treatment
and HPLC analysis. Hydroxylamine treatment reveals the nature of the covalent
linkage between the protein and the fatty acid, while HPLC analysis identifies the acyl
group.68
Fig. I11.2. Transiently expressed plasmid clones of the A-type inclusion proteingene
encoded by VV. Transfection of pVATI was performedas described in the Materials
and Methods. In addition, cells were infected with CPV,or with the WR or CH
strains of VV. All infected cells were radiolabeled with myristic acid from20-24
h.p.i. Cell lysates were prepared and the proteinswere resolved on 10% acrylamide:
tricine gels. Proteins were visualized by fluorography. Lane order: 1) CH;2) WR; 3)
CPV; 4) pVATI. Arrows indicate positions of the 160 kDa CPV and 92 kDaVV A-
type inclusion proteins.69
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Fig. 111.2. Transiently expressed plasmid clone of the A-type inclusion protein
gene encoded by VV.70
Unlike palmitic acid, which is attached to proteins through labile esteror thioester
bonds, myristic acid is bound to proteins through an amide linkage that is resistant to
both hydroxylamine treatment and alkaline methanolysis (Magee et al., 1984; Tow ler
et al., 1988; Grand, 1989; James and Olson, 1990). For this reason, hydroxylamine
treatment was performed on [3H]- myristate- and [3H]- palmitate labeled VV and CPV
proteins, to test the A-type inclusion proteins' relative hydroxylamine-sensitivity. The
instability of ester and thioester bonds under treatment with hydroxylaminewas
apparent, as illustrated by the tremendous reduction of palmitate-labeled proteins
upon treatment with hydroxylamine (Fig. III.3b and III.3d).
Surprisingly, both the CPV and VV A-type inclusion proteins are labeled with
tritiated palmitic acid (see Fig. I11.3a and III.3c, lanes 1 and 2). Furthermore, the
linkage appears to be somewhat resistant to hydroxylamine cleavage, suggesting that
the palmitic acid may be attached to the proteins through an amide bond (Fig. 111.3b
and III.3d). It is unclear from these data whether the A-type inclusion protein is truly
palmitylated or, alternatively, if the palmitic acid is first converted to myristic acid
then transferred to the protein. The linkage between the radiolabeled-myristate and
the A-type inclusion protein encoded by both CPV and VV was stable in
hydroxylamine (see Fig. 111.3b and III.3d, lanes 4 and 5). The other major VV
myristylproteins, such as L1R, are also readily apparent following treatment with
hydroxylamine, as expected. This stability in hydroxylamine indicates that fatty acid
is bound to the A-type inclusion proteins through an amide bond.71
Fig. 111.3. Hydroxylamine treatment of acylated VV proteins. Cellswere infected
with CPV or the WR strain of VV and labeled with either [3H]- palmitic acidor [3H]-
myristic acid. Two plates (60 mm) of VV (CH strain) infected cellswere also
transfected with pVATI as described in the Materials and Methods. One plate of
transfected cells was labeled with [3H]- palmitic acid and the second platewas labeled
with [31-1]-myristic acid. Proteins were resolved on 10% SDS- polyacrylamide gels.
The gels were treated with either 1M Tris-HC1 or 1M hydroxylamine at pH 7.0or
10.0. Following a brief water rinse, the gels were fluorographed and put against film.
Lane order: 1) CPV labeled with palmitic acid; 2) WR labeled with palmitic acid; 3)
pVATI-transfected cells labeled with myristic acid; 4) CPV labeled with myristic
acid; 5) WR labeled with myristic acid. A) Treatment with 1M Tris (pH 7.0). B)
Treatment with 1M hydroxylamine (pH 7.0). C) Treatment with 1M Tris (pH 10.0).
D) Treatment with 1M hydroxylamine (pH 10.0). Arrows indicate positions of 160
kDa and 92 kDa CPV and VV A-type inclusion proteins.A.
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Fig. 111.3. Hydroxylamine treatment of acylated VV proteins.73
To determine whether the A-type inclusion protein is myristylated and/or
palmitylated, reverse-phase HPLC analysis was performed. The VV A-type inclusion
protein was labeled with [311]-myristic acid and isolated as described in Materials and
Methods. L1R was prepared in the same manner as a positive control. The acyl
groups were removed by acid methanolysis, converted to p-nitrophenacyl derivatives,
separated on a reverse-phase HPLC column, and identified by co-elution with
unlabeled fatty acid standards. Two radioactive peakswere observed for both the A-
type inclusion protein (Fig. 1II.4a) and L1R (Fig. HI.4b), one co-eluting with myristic
acid and one with palmitic acid. It is suspected that the peak co-eluting with palmitic
acid is caused by interconversion of protein-bound myristic acid toa 16 carbon moiety
during the radiolabel period. This elution pattern was also observed in earlier studies
of L1R and seems to be somewhat dependent on the time period of incubation with
[311]-myristic acid (Franke et al., 1989). Furthermore, repeatedattempts to release
fatty acid from L1R and the ATI protein labeled with myristic acid using alkaline
methanolysis were unsuccessful (data not shown). This suggests that the 16 carbon
fatty acid is bound to the proteins through an amide bond, providing evidence that
interconversion, rather than palmitylation, took place.
Since the hydroxylamine analysis revealed that the CPV and VV A-type
inclusion proteins may be palmitylated, VV-infected cellswere labeled with [3H]-
palmitic acid. The A-type inclusion protein was isolated and analyzed following the
same procedure as was used for protein labeled with myristic acid. Interestingly, two74
Fig. 111.4. HPLC analysis of fatty acids. L1R and the A-type inclusion protein,
labeled with [3H]- myristic acid, were isolated by gel electrophoresis followedby
electrotransfer to nitrocellulose membranes, from which theywere excised.
Radio labeled fatty acids were extracted from the proteins by acid methanolysis,
derivatized, and separated by HPLC on a VYDAKreverse phase C18 column, and
analyzed by liquid scintillation counting as described in Materials and Methods.
Fractions were collected every 0.5 min with a flow rate of 1.0 ml/min. Thesame
procedure was followed for analysis of A-type inclusion protein labeled with [3H]-
palmitic acid. The red line represents p-nitrophenacyl derivatized fatty acidstandards
which were co-eluted with the radiolabeled fatty acids and detected by absorbanceat
254 rim. The standards are lauric acid (LA), linoleic acid (LI), myristic acid (M),oleic
acid (0), and palmitic acid (P). A. VV A-type inclusion protein radiolabeledwith
myristic acid. B. L1R radiolabeled with myristic acid. C. VV A-type inclusion
protein radiolabeled with palmitic acid.A.
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Fig. 111.4. HPLC analysis of fatty acids.
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Fig. E11.4. HPLC analysis of fatty acids.77
peaks were again apparent, although the largest peak co-migrated with palmitic acid
(Fig. TfI.4c). The first peak was very broad and overlapped lauric acid, linoleic acid,
and myristic acid. The abundance of counts in the palmitic acid peak was greater than
that observed for myristate-labeled protein. While inconclusive, this data suggests
that the A-type inclusion protein may indeed be palmitylated.
Sequence Analysis of CPV and VV A-type inclusion proteins.
The sequences of the CPV and VV A-type inclusion proteins were examined
for the presence of the N-myristylation consensus sequence. As noted earlier, neither
protein has the requisite N-myristylation sequence (GXXXS/T/A) at its amino
terminus (Fig. 111.5). However, three sites within each protein were observed sharing
homology with this sequence, each with a lysine 7 or 8 amino acids upstream.
Perhaps one of these sites may be recognized by N-myristyltransferase, followed by
transfer of myristic acid to the upstream lysine. In addition, four lysine doublets and
four arginine/lysine doublets were observed in both proteins, with all positions except
one lysine doublet in common.
The difference in size between the CPV and VV A-type inclusion proteins
(160 kDa vs. 92 kDa) is caused by frameshift mutations in the VV gene, resulting ina
truncation of the carboxy terminus (de Carlos and Paez, 1991; Amegadzie et al.,
1992). There are several other point mutations in the VV gene, however the VV A-
type inclusion protein shares 92.3% identity with the N-terminal half of the CPV78
Fig. III.5. Computer analysis of the A-type inclusion proteins. The predicted amino
acid sequences of the CPV and VV A-type inclusion proteins were searched using the
sequence pattern tool within the QUEST program of Intelligenetics Suite, for
functional or structural patterns suggestive of potential modifications. Three motifs
were revealed sharing homology with the N-myristylation consensus sequence, each
with a nearby lysine residue. In addition to these motifs, the position of each lysine
doublet and arginine/lysine doublet is indicated.79
CPV A-type Inclusion Protein (160 kDa)
RK KK RK (1) KK RK KRK K(2) KK (3) KK
VV A-type Inclusion Protein (92 kDa)
RK KK RK (1) KKRK KRK K (2) KK(3)
1M-E-V-T-N-L-I-E-ICI
1 = K(X)8GIPAA
2 = K(X)7GTDDG
3 = K(X)8GGNLT
Fig. II15. Computer analysis of the A-type inclusion proteins.80
homolog (Amegadzie et al., 1992). Because the proteins are so similar insequence, it
is likely that the same site, or sites, is myristylated in both proteins. A combination of
genetic and biochemical techniques were employed to identify the amino acids(s)
targeted for myristylation within the VV A-type inclusion protein.
Dual-label studies: quantitative analysis of protein-bound myristyl groups.
Dual label studies have been utilized effectively to study the effect of site-
specific mutations on VP4 myristylation and subsequent poliovirus assembly
(Moscufo et al., 1991). Myristylation levels of mutants versus wild-type proteinswere
quantitated by measuring the 31-1/ 35S ratios of each isolated protein within thesame
infected cell lysate. Only proteins from the same labeled cell lysatemay be compared
in order to eliminate inconsistencies in radiolabeling. This researchwas limited to
comparison of proteins containing the same number of methionine residues.
Furthermore, since the proteins studied underwent N-myristylation, itwas known that
only one myristic acid group could be added to each protein molecule.
This method was used to try to determine the number of myristic acid
molecules attached to the VV A-type inclusion protein by comparing the 3 H1 35S ratios
of L1R with that measured for the A-type inclusion protein at three different times
during the course of a VV infection. Both proteins have the same number of
methionines, therefore, any difference in cpm ratios may be attributed to incorporation
of myristic acid label. For example, if the A-type inclusion proteinwas bound by two
myristyl groups, then the 3H/ 35S ratio would be expected to be twice that of L1R,81
since L1R is myristylated at precisely one site.As seen in Table 111.2, this was not the
case. The cpm ratio obtained for the A-type inclusion protein was consistently lower
than that obtained for L1R. The ratio for the A-type inclusion protein in each time
period was 73%, 84%, and 72% of the ratio measured for L1R. This wouldsuggest
that, like L1R, the A-type inclusion protein is myristylated at justone site, although
slightly less efficiently. The possibility remains, however, that itmay be myristylated
at more than one site with each site being relatively inefficient.
Site-directed mutagenesis of lysine doublets and arginine/lysine doublets.
Studies on the II-la and TNFa precursors demonstrated myristylationon a
specific lysine doublet within each protein (Stevenson et al., 1992; Stevenson et al.,
1993). In each case, the doublet was upstream of the proteolytic cleavage site;
therefore, only the precursors, and not the products, were myristylated. In addition, it
was revealed that the 11-113 precursor is also labeled with myristic acid, although less
intensely than its Il-la counterpart.It is interesting to note that the Il-113 precursor
has an arginine/lysine doublet in place of the lysine doublet of Il-la. Basedupon
these studies, each lysine doublet and arginine/lysine doublet within the VV A-type
inclusion protein was individually mutated to alanine doublets. Alanine residueswere
chosen to ensure that neither an amide nor an ester bond could be formed with the
amino acid's side chain. All mutations were confirmed by DNA sequencing.
Inhibition of labeling with [3H]- myristic acid by one of the mutants would suggest that82
TABLE III.3.3
Dual Label Studies of the A-type Inclusion Protein vs. L1R
12-18 h.p.i. 18-24 h.p.i. 20-40 h.p.i.
Protein cpm Ratio cpm Ratio cpm Ratio
L1R 0.37+0.03 0.80+0.0 0.58+0.02
ATI 0.27+0.02 0.67+0.05 0.42+0.01
All cpm Ratio/LIR cpm Ratio:
12-18 h.p.i. 18-24 h.p.i. 20-40 h.p.i.
0.73 0.84 0.72
3 VV-infected cells were radiolabeled with [35S]- methionine and [3H]- myristic acid during thetime
periods indicated.Cell lysate was prepared and proteins were resolved by SDS:PAGE and vistmli7ed by
fluorography. Gel slices containing the A-type inclusion (ATI) protein or L1R were excised and
solubilized. Radioactivity was measured using a scintillation counter.83
the lysine residue that normally occupies that position is the target site for
myristylation. Each mutant was transiently expressed in CH-infected cellsas
described in Materials and Methods. The transfected cellswere radiolabeled with
[31-1]-myristic acid from 20-24 h.p.i., taking advantageof the late expression of the A-
type inclusion protein. Each well of transfected cell lysate was divided in half and the
proteins were resolved on duplicate tricine polyacrylamide gels (Schagger andvon
Jagow, 1987). One set of gels was fluorographed to visualize the radiolabeled
proteins, and the duplicate set was electroblotted to nitrocellulose and probed with
antisera against the CPV A-type inclusion protein. This polyclonal antiseracross-
reacts with the VV A-type inclusion protein. Each mutated A-type inclusion protein,
as well as the wild-type positive control, was visualized by chemiluminescence.
As expected, every mutant expressed protein of the appropriate size thatcross-
reacted with anti-CPV A-type inclusion protein antisera (Fig. Ifl.6a). In addition,
every mutant was fully capable of labeling with myristic acid (Fig. The
fluorographs were analyzed by densitometry to compare the intensity of the labeled 92
kDa band with the intensity of total label in each lane to correct for unequal loading of
the gels. In addition, the autoradiographs in which proteinwas detected by
chemiluminescence were analyzed by densitometry to compare levels of protein
expression by each mutant (data not shown). The results of these analyses provided
evidence that the protein produced by each mutant was labeled with myristic acid
equivalently, and that this was consistent with the myristic acid labeling of the wild-84
Fig. III.6. Lysine-to-alanine mutagenesis. A. Immunoblots of transiently expressed
lysine mutants. Plasmids carrying the lysine mutants were transfected into CH-
infected cells. Infected cells were radiolabeled from 20-24 h.p.i. with [3H]- myristic
acid, harvested, and proteins were resolved on a 10% tricine polyacrylamide gel.
Proteins were separated by SDS polyacrylamide electrophoresis on a 10% tricine gel
and transferred to nitrocellulose. The membranes were treated with rabbit anti-CPV
A-type inclusion protein antisera. Horseradish peroxidase-conjugated to goat anti-
rabbit antisera was used as the secondary antibody. The nitrocellulose was incubated
with fluorescent substrate for five minutes then put against film for 1 sec. The A-type
inclusion protein is apparent in every lane except lane 1, which was a negative
control. Lane order: 1) CH, no plasmid; 2) pVATI; 3) pVATI.22RR; 4)
pVATI.37AA; 5) pVATI.58AA; 6) pVATI.137AA; 7) pVATI.245AA; 8)
pVATI.312AA; 9) pVATI.411AAA; 10) pVA'TI.469A; and 11) pVATI.490AA. B.
Duplicate of the gels in panel A prior to transfer to nitrocellulose. The gel was
fluorographed in 22.2% PPO in DMSO. The location of the A-type inclusion protein
is shown on the right by an arrow. The diagram at the bottom is a schematic
representing the position of each doublet in the VV A-type inclusion protein.A.
B.
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Fig. 111.6. Lysine-to-alanine mutagenesis of the VV A-type inclusion protein.86
type protein. Therefore, it may be concluded that none of the lysine doublets nor
arginine/lysine doublets is the target site for myristylation.
Deletion mutagenesis.
Since the A-type inclusion protein forms a matrix within infected cells, it is
probably not surprising that it aggregates during isolation as well. While attempts
were made to utilize this characteristic to purify the protein from infected cells, they
were unsuccessful. The A-type inclusion protein associates with a variety of other
proteins during purification, as well as plastic surfaces, making its isolationvery
difficult. The goal of protein purification was to obtain enough myristate-labeled A-
type inclusion protein for chemical cleavage to determine which region or regions of
the protein were myristylated. As an approach to get around this problem, stop codons
were inserted in the DNA sequence to produce deletion mutants. When expressed, the
deletion mutants produce proteins truncated from the carboxy terminus. These
truncated proteins should reduce the modified region down to a more manageable
sized sequence. This approach has been successfully used to narrow down the site for
myristylation on the L1R protein (Franke et al., 1990).
Each deletion mutant was transiently expressed in CH-infected cells and
radiolabeled with either [35S]-methionine or with [3H]-myristic acid at late times post-
infection. Unfortunately, the antisera against the A-type inclusion protein only
recognizes an epitope at the carboxy terminus of the protein; therefore, immunoblots
could not be performed to demonstrate expression of the truncated proteins.87
Fig. 111.7. Truncated VV A-type inclusion proteins. A. CH virus infected BSC-40
cells were transfected with the deletion mutant plasmids. Infected cellswere labeled
from 20-24 h.p.i. with [35S]-methionine. Proteins were resolved by SDS
polyacrylamide electrophoresis and visualized by exposing the gel to film. Lane
order: 1) pVATI; 2) pVATI 121; 3) pVATIA255; 4) pVATIA591. B. Sameas panel
A, except that the cells were labeled with [3H]- myristic acid and the gelwas
fluorographed as described in Materials and Methods. Arrows indicate the positions
of the full-length and truncated A-type inclusion proteins. Diagram of deletionmutant
constructs is shown at the bottom.135S1- Methionine
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Fig. 111.7. Truncated VV A-type inclusion proteins.89
However, the 70 kDa and 55 kDa proteins were readily apparent by methionine label
(Fig. 1111.7a) Both proteins also label with myristic acid (Fig. III.7b), suggesting that
either the target site for myristylation lies within the first 475 amino acids of the
protein, or that the protein is myristylated at multiple sites. The shortest,or most
truncated, construct does not stand out above the background proteins when labeled
with either [35S]-methionine or with [311]-myristic acid. It is unclear, therefore,
whether or not the target site for myristylation resides within the first 200 amino acids
of the A-type inclusion protein. Further studies are needed to address this question.
Myristylation occurs co-translationally.
Because myristylation occurs somewhere within the A-type inclusion protein,
it was of interest to determine whether the fatty acid is bound during translationor
after the protein is synthesized and folded. N-myristylation has been demonstratedto
occur co-translationally using protein synthesis inhibitors (Magee and Courtneidge,
1985; Olson and Spizz, 1986; Mcllhinney et al., 1987). However, this question has
not been answered for any of the internally myristylated proteins. To determine the
kinetics of myristylation, BSC-40 cells infected with the WR strain of VVwere
radiolabeled at late times post-infection with [3H]- myristic acid in thepresence or
absence of cycloheximide. Proteins synthesized before addition of cycloheximide
continue to fold and travel to their target destinations within the cell in thepresence of
drug (Schmidt and Schlesinger, 1980). The presence of cycloheximide will inhibit
additional protein synthesis, thereby preventing90
Fig. IIL8. Cycloheximide treatment of cells infected with the WR strain of W. Six
35-mm wells of BSC-40 cells were infected with the WR strain of VV. From 18 to 20
the cells were labeled with [35S]-methionine, [3H]- myristic acid,or [3F1]-
palmitic acid in the presence or absence of cycloheximide. Treated cellswere
incubated with cycloheximide (50 p.g/ml) for 15 min prior to addition of label.
Cycloheximide was also added to the radiolabeled media. Infected cell lysateswere
loaded onto a 10% acrylamide (tricine) gel. Proteins were visualized by fluorography.
Lanes 1 and 2: VV-infected cells labeled with [35S]-methionine. Lanes 3 and 4: VV-
infected cells labeled with [3}I]-myristic acid. Lanes 5 and 6: VV-infected cells
labeled with [3H]- palmitic acid. (+) = cycloheximide present; (-)= cycloheximide
absent. Arrows indicate the positions of the A-type inclusion protein, the P37
palmitylprotein, and the L1R myristylprotein.91
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Fig. 111.8. Cycloheximide treatment of cells infected with the WR strain of
W.92
myristylation of N-myristylproteins, such as L 1R. In addition to the cells labeled with
myristic acid, two plates of infected cells were labeled with [35S]-methionine in the
presence or absence of cycloheximide to monitor the effectiveness of the
cycloheximide block. Two additional plates of infected cellswere labeled with [3H]-
palmitic acid, also with or without cycloheximide, as a control for post-translational
acylation. Cycloheximide effectively inhibited protein synthesis,as demonstrated by
incorporation of [
35
S]-methionine (Fig. 111.8). Some leakiness may be observedupon
long exposure, however it was minor. VV palmitylproteins, suchas P37, were labeled
with [311]-palmitic acid in the presence of cycloheximide (lane 5), providing evidence
that post- translational acylation was not inhibited. In contrast, the VV myristyl-
proteins did not incorporate [31-1]-myristic acid in the presence of cycloheximide (lane
3), indicating that the cycloheximide block was sufficient to prevent co-translational
acylation.It is clear from this experiment that the A-type inclusion protein was not
myristylated in the presence of cycloheximide, suggesting that the protein is modified
either during translation or immediately thereafter. Since cycloheximidewas added to
the cells for 15 minutes prior to addition of radiolabel, it is more likely that
myristylation occurred co-translationally.
Cell lysates labeled with palmitic acid support the hydroxylamine and HPLC
data that suggested the A-type inclusion protein may be palmitylated (lanes 5 and 6).
It had been thought that palmitic acid labeling was due to interconversion of palmitic
acid to myristate prior to protein-binding; however, this is in conflict with the palmitic
acid labeling of the A-type inclusion protein in the presence and absence of93
cycloheximide. If interconversion had occurred, then the A-type inclusion protein
would not be expected to label with palmitic acid in thepresence of cycloheximide,
because myristylation occurs co-translationally as seen in lanes 3 and 4. The ability of
the A-type inclusion protein to be labeled with palmitic acid in thepresence of
cycloheximide indicates that palmitylation occurs post-translationally.
DISCUSSION
Several observations have led to the conclusion that the previously
unidentified 92 kDa myristylprotein is the VV A-type inclusion protein. This
myristylprotein is not expressed by the CH strain of VV and is not apparent untilvery
late times during infection, in keeping with what is known about the A-type inclusion
protein. Furthermore, a recombinant plasmid containing the A-type inclusion
protein's promoter and open reading frame expresses a myristylated 92 kDa protein
during transfection in CH-infected cells that is absent in cells infected with CH alone.
It was surprising to find that the A-type inclusion protein was labeled with
myristic acid, because the protein lacks the N-myristylation consensussequence
(MGXXXS/T/A) at its amino terminus. This would suggest that the protein is
internally myristylated. To confirm that the protein was myristylated two experiments
were performed. First, hydroxylamine was used to demonstrate that an amide bond
attached the fatty acid to the A-type inclusion protein. Ester and thioester bonds, the
linkages found between palmitic acid and proteins, are susceptible to cleavage by
hydroxylamine, while amide bonds are resilient to cleavage (Magee et al., 1984). The94
labeled myristic acid remained bound to the A-type inclusion proteinat both pH 7 and
pH 10, indicating an amide bond. The other VV myristylproteins (L1R, E7R,A 16L,
and G9R) were also resistant to cleavage,as expected. Second, HPLC analysis of the
fatty acid bound to the A-type inclusion protein resulted in isolation oftwo radioactive
peaks co-eluting with myristic acid and palmitic acid standards. Thesame elution
profile was obtained for fatty acid bound to L1R. Duringa four hour labeling period,
it is not uncommon for fatty acids to be lengthened and shortened withinthe cell, such
that protein-bound myristic acid may be interconverted toa 16 carbon fatty acid
(Franke et al., 1989). Furthermore, neither the A-type inclusion proteinnor L1R was
labeled with myristic acid in the presence of the protein synthesis inhibitor,
cycloheximide, providing evidence that the radiolabeled fatty acidwas transferred to
each protein co-translationally.
It is interesting to note that several experiments also provided evidence thatthe
A-type inclusion protein may be palmitylated. First, both the CPV and the VVA-type
inclusion proteins were labeled with tritiated palmitic acid. The bond betweenthe
fatty acid and the proteins was partially cleaved by hydroxylamine. Incomplete
cleavage might suggest an amide linkage, however the results of thisassay are
inconclusive. Second, HPLC analysis of the VV A-type inclusion protein labeledwith
[3H]- palmitic acid resulted ina large radioactive peak co-migrating with palmitic acid.
The ratio of radioactive peaks was much different than that obtained when theprotein
was labeled with myristic acid. Last, the VV A-type inclusion protein was labeled
with palmitic acid in the absence and presence of cycloheximide, suggestinga post-95
translational event. Overall, the cycloheximide studies point toward two separate
events: post-translational palmitylation and co-translational myristylation of the VV
A-type inclusion protein.
There are a scarcity of characterized internally myristylated proteins at this
time, although it seems likely that the number of recognized proteins that undergo
internal myristylation will increase with time. Thus far, the site of myristylation has
been identified only for the precursors of 11 -1a and TNFa (Stevenson et al., 1992;
Stevenson et al., 1993). In both cases, myristylation occurs on an internal lysine
doublet. While it is assumed that there are other substrate requirements, sincemany
nonmyristylated proteins possess lysine doublets, they have not yet been determined.
Interestingly, mutations introduced in the gene encoding the A-type inclusion protein
suggest that it is not myristylated on either a lysine doublet nor an arginine/lysine
doublet. This is based on the finding that each mutant was labeled with myristic acid
at levels equal to that of the nonmutated A-type inclusion protein. If one or more
doublet was the target site for myristylation, mutation should have causeda reduction
in myristylation, however this was not observed. Given that the myristic acid is bound
to the A-type inclusion protein through an amide bond, it is likely that a lysine is the
targeted amino acid. Unfortunately, the VV A-type inclusion protein contains 56
lysine residues, making identification of the modified site (or sites)more challenging.
Examination of deletion mutants suggests that the target site does not reside within the
last 255 amino acids of the protein, however it remains possible that the protein is
myristylated at more than one site, making it impossible to rule out the carboxy96
terminus. Further biochemical studies are inprogress to determine whether one or
multiple sites within the A-type inclusion proteinare myristylated.
The enzymology of internal myristylation is unknown. Since themodification
occurs well beyond the initiating methionine in the precursors of Il-la and TNFa
(Stevenson et al., 1992; Stevenson et al., 1993), and in VP54 (Queet al., 1994), it
seemed likely that it might occur post-translationally, incontrast to N-myristylation
which takes place during translation. Cycloheximide,a protein synthesis inhibitor,
was used to test the kinetics of internal myristylation. Surprisingly, myristylation of
the A-type inclusion protein did not take place in thepresence of cycloheximide,
suggesting that it occurs co-translationally. This mightsuggest the possibility that N-
myristyltransferase may serve a dual role, facilitating both N-terminal and internal
myristylation. Whatever the identity of theenzyme is, internal myristylation appears
to be a less efficient process than N-myristylation, as evidenced by the dual-label
studies. Lastly, the A-type inclusion protein did label with palmitic acid inthe
presence of cycloheximide, indicating that it is palmitylated post-translationally. This
is the first example of a viral protein that is both myristylated internallythrough an
amide bond and post-translationally palmitylated.
Further studies are needed before the functional significance of the VV A-type
inclusion protein's acyl groups is understood. The sites for both myristylationand
palmitylation must be determined in order to separate the individual functional
contribution of each acyl group.This may be more complicated to determine for the
VV A-type inclusion protein than for the CPV homolog because the function ofthe97
protein expressed by VV is unclear. Immunoblot analysis of purified virions using
antisera against the CPV A-type inclusion protein indicates that the protein associates
with intracellular mature virus (IMV), suggesting that the protein's rolemay be tied to
the role of IMV in the VV life cycle (Ulaeto et al., 1995). Determining the
significance of acylation of the VV A-type inclusion protein may help to clarify the
protein's function. A number of poxviruses (e.g. monkeypox virus, camelpox virus,
and variola virus) express the truncated form of the A-type inclusion protein
(Amegadzie et al., 1992; de Carlos and Paez, 1991; Meyer and Rziha, 1993). In each
case the truncation occurs in about the same position and the mass of each protein
ranges from 92-96 IcDa. This conservation suggests that the protein may play an
important role in the virus life cycle which is separate from the predicted role of the
full-length homolog encoded by CPV.
The CPV A-type inclusion protein forms an electron-dense matrix in which
mature virions are occluded. Occlusion requires expression of a second protein,
called 4c, suggesting that occlusion is an active process as opposed to coincidental
association (Shida et al., 1977). These inclusion bodies are predicted to protect
mature virions during transport between hosts in a manner analogous to that used by
entomopoxvirus and baculovirus (Woods et al., 1992; reviewed in Kirschbaum, 1985).
In the case of the CPV protein, it seems likely that acylation may function either to
stabilize the protein matrix or to interact with mature virions during the occlusion
process. Interaction with mature virions may be through association with another
protein, such as 4c, or with the virion's envelope. Given that the truncated forms of98
the A-type inclusion protein do not form the occlusion bodies that the full length
protein does, it seems likely that the carboxy terminus is important for stabilization of
the protein matrix. The truncated A-type inclusion protein expressed by VV does
associate with mature virions, however, suggesting that myristylationmay be
important for this association rather than for stabilization of the protein matrix.
Studies are in progress to identify the myristylation and palmitylation sites within the
VV A-type inclusion protein. Once identified, a combination of nonmyristylating and
nonpalmitylating mutants will be constructed to separate the contribution each acyl
group makes toward the protein's function.99
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS
Time course labeling of VV-infected cells with [3H]- myristic acid
demonstrated the expression of at least five late myristylproteins. L1R has already
been extensively studied, leaving the remaining four proteins to be identified. A
search of the VV genome for gene products containing the N-myristylationconsensus
sequence led to the putative identification of three of the proteins. Cell-free
expression and myristylation confirmed that the three proteinswere encoded by the
G9R, A16L, and E7R open reading frames, and that each proteinwas myristylated on
the glycine in position two of the protein sequence.
Because L1R has been shown to be associated with the viral envelope, itwas
of interest to determine whether these proteinswere also membrane associated and if
they were packaged in mature virions. Subcellular fractionations of infected cell
lysates demonstrated that both A16L and E7R are soluble proteins. The data for G9R
was inconclusive. Even more surprising, Al6L was not isolated in either form of
infectious virion: the intracellular mature virus form (IMV)or the extracellular
enveloped virus form (EEV). G9R was not expressed at high enough levelsto
determine whether it is packaged in virions; however, E7R doesappear to be
associated with EEV and perhaps with IMV.
The fourth late myristylprotein revealed in the timecourse study could not be
accounted for when the VV sequence was searched using the N-myristylation
consensus sequence as a key. This protein had a mass of 92 kDa, and a very late100
expression pattern. In addition, the protein was not expressed by the CH strain of VV.
Taking this into consideration, it was predicted that the proteinwas the A-type
inclusion protein. This was confirmed by transient expression of the clonedpromoter
and open reading frame of the gene encoding the A-type inclusion protein in cells
infected with CH. A 92 kDa protein labeled with myristic acidwas apparent in
transfected cells that comigrated with the protein expressed by WR. This bandwas
absent in cells infected with CH alone.
The CPV and VV A-type inclusion proteins may be labeled with either
myristic acid or palmitic acid. The bonds linking each fatty acid to the proteinswere
resistant to hydroxylamine, suggesting an amide linkage. In addition, HPLC analysis
confirmed that the VV A-type inclusion proteinmay be both myristylated and
palmitylated. The protein may be palmitylated in thepresence of a protein synthesis
inhibitor, indicating that the amide-linked palmitylation eventoccurs post-
translationally. In contrast, it is not myristylated when protein synthesis is inhibited,
demonstrating that myristylation occurs co-translationally. Therefore, the A-type
inclusion displays dual acylation, and the kinetics of each modificationare quite
different.
Efforts to identify the site or sites for internal myristylation have been
unsuccessful. Based on the work of others, every lysine doublet and arginine/lysine
doublet was individually mutated to determine if one of these siteswas the target for
myristylation. Unfortunately, every mutant displayed wild-type levels of
myristylation. Lysine-myristylation probably has additionalsequence requirements101
above the presence of a lysine or lysine doublet, due to the widespreadoccurrence of
lysine doublets in proteins. It will probably besome time before a consensus
sequence for internal lysine myristylation is determined due to the small collection of
identified proteins.
The VV A-type inclusion protein providesan exciting opportunity to
investigate two unusual modes of fatty acylation. Future studies will focuson
identification of the acceptor residues for both the myristic acid and the palmiticacid
groups. Genetic studies are somewhat limited by the lack of an antiserum that
recognizes a range of epitopes, and by the possibility that each acylgroup may be
bound at multiple sites within the protein. Biochemical studies, suchas chemical
cleavage of radiolabeled protein and mass spectrometry analysisare more likely to be
successful in identifying the location of modified amino acids. Thetarget sites for
both myristylation and palmitylation must be identified before the contributioneach
makes to the protein's function may be determined. Further studies toward
identification of the enzyme that facilitates internal myristylation would also be
interesting to pursue, especially given the lack of knowledge about the enzymology
and substrate specificity of this process. It is apparent that the kinetics ofthe reaction
are similar to that for N-myristylation; however, the efficiency of internal
myristylation may be lower.
In conclusion, significant progress has been made in identifying VV
myristylproteins. In the process, an interesting protein with twovery unusual types of
fatty acylation has been identified. Further studies of the VV A-type inclusionprotein102
will provide valuable insight into the processes of internal lysinemyristylation and
amide-mediated palmitylation.103
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